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This safeguards technical report, has been produced as a joint IAEA/US

research and development effort under the U.S. Support Programme in the

Systems Study Section of the Department of Safeguards. It is based on all

information and expertise available but neither the subject matter nor the

content of the report reflects any policy, expressed or implied, by the IAEA,

or the U.S. Government.



Foreword

During the course of the preparation of this report many have questioned

the purpose of the report and its role in international safeguards in relation

to existing documents such as INFCIrtC/133(corrected), INFCIRC/66/Rev.2 and

ÎAEA/SG/INF/2. The first two documents provide requirements for IAEA

safeguards systems while the latter provides the basic structure for State

Systems of Accounting for and Control of Nuclear Material (SSAC). This report

is intended to provide the technical details of an effective SSAC which Member

States may use, if they wish, to establish and maintain their SSACs. It is

expected that systems designed along the lines described would be effective in

meeting the objectives of both national and international systems for nuclear

material accounting and control. There is no intention that this report would

add to, subtract from, or amend in any way the rights and obligations defined

for the IAEA and the States in documents INFCISC/66/Kev. 2, INFCIRC/153

(corrected) or any specific safeguards agreement concluded with the IAEA

pursuant to these documents
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Part 1. INTRODUCTION

The development and maintenance of a state system of accounting foe and

control of nuclear material (SSAC) can be directed toward two primary

objectives . One is a national objective to provide for detection of nuclear

material losses or unauthorized use or removal of nuclear material in the

interest of public health and safety as well as for economic reasons. The

other is an international objective to provide the basis for the application

of IAEA safeguards pursuant to the provisions of agreements between the State

and the IAEA. While systems designed specifically for one or the other of

these objectives may differ in some details there are many technical elements

which are the same. To assist Member States with regard to the system

directed toward the international objective the IAEA issued IAEA/SG/INF/2,

"Guidelines for States' Systems of Accounting For and Control of Nuclear

Materials". The guidelines describe the legal structure and organizational

and functional elements of an SSAC at both the State and the facility level

"for the organization and functions of the SSAC with respect to obligations

arising from Safeguards Agreements concluded by a State with the IAEA".

Although the guidelines provide a basic structure for an SSAC, some States

have expressed a need for more detailed guidance with regard to the technical

elements in the design and operation of SSACs for both the national and the

international objectives. To meet this need the present document has been

prepared, describing the technical elements of an SSAC in considerable detail.

It is intended that this document will not only assist States in

establishing their national systems, but contribute to their understanding of

the IAEA's needs in carrying out its obligations, and thereby help make

international safeguards more effective, efficient, and less burdensome to the

State and operator. Also it is hoped that the document will be a useful

training tool for those responsible for the operation of an SSAC at either the

state or the facility level.
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It is emphasized that the descriptions in this document are of possible

SSACs, and are not meant to be prescriptive in nature. There are many ways to

design an effective SSAC which will meet national objectives for nuclear

material accounting and control and at the same time will enhance the IAEA's

ability to achieve its objectives. In fact, the SSACs of a number of sta< s

show considerable variation, while still bsing satisfactory from the IAEA's

point of view. Consequently, the material presented here should be regarded

as illustrative and representative nf good practice. That is to say, on the

basis of its experience the IAEA is able to say that SSACs designed and

operated at the facility level along the lines described here are capable of

meeting national system objectives as well as fulfilling the undertakings of

the State with respect to international safeguards, and of enhancing the

ability of the IAEA to carry out its responsibilities.

1.2 Principal Elements of an SSAC

The guideline's presented in IAEA/SG/INF/2 provide a basic structure for

an SSAC but do not address the details of the specific elements of SSACs. Tha

technical and functional elements presented in the structure are interrelated,

in that the same subjects are addressed in different ways, depending on the

application. For example, material measurements are considered with respect

to establishing HBAs, with respect to material flows, and with respect to

physical inventory taking. The guidelines in IAEA/SG/INF/2 include seven

categories of information which can be defined and described so that they

include all of the elements of an SSAC. By considering these seven categories

of information as principal elements of an SSAC, a detailed description for

each of the seven can be prepared to cover all the subject matter and to show

the relationships of the SSAC functional elements and requirements identified

in IAEA/SG/INF/2. The seven principal elements are:

(1) Nuclear Material Measurements

(2) Measurement Quality

(3) Records and Reports

(4) Physical Inventory Taking

(5) Material Balance Closing

(6) Containment and Surveillance

(7) Organization and Management
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Two levels of an SSAC may be defined: the State Authority level and the

facility level. While the functional separation between these two levels may

vary from State to State, in general the Authority level establishes the

requirements and criteria for the SSAC and the facility operator implements

the system in compliance with Authority requirements and criteria. The

guidelines presented in IAEA/SG/INÏ72 addressed both levais of an SSAC. The

detailed descriptions of the principal elements presented in this document

address only the facility level of an SSAC with the Authority level being

addressed only to the extent necessary to show relationships between the two

levels.

1.3 Purpose and Scope of this Document

the purpose oJ this document is to provide a detailed description of a

system for the accounting for and control of nuclear material in an on-load

refueled power reactor facility which can be used by a facility operator to

establish his own system to comply with a national system for nuclear material

accounting and control and to facilitate application of IAEA safeguards.

Discussions of the IAEA safeguards approach for CANDU type on-load refueled

power reactor facilities are presented in IAEA STR-72, STR-9O, and STR-99. A

description of an SSAC for LWRs is given in IAEA-STR-165.

The scope of this document is limited to descriptions of the first five

of the seven principal S3AC elements identified in 1.2 above. The last two

elements, Containment and Surveillance and Organization and Management, have

not been included because it was thought more useful to concentrate on the

nuclear material accounting aspects of the S ACs. The omitted elements may be

treated at & later time. In a power reactor facility which handles nuclear

material only in discrete, identifiable form (e.g., fuel elements or sealed

sources) the nuclear material measurement system will be particularly simple,

because material accountancy will be based almost exclusively on the counting

and identification of items. This permits a considerable abbreviation of the

description of the measurement and measurement control elements of the SSAC.

The descriptions will be at the facility level, with specific examples for

each of the five principal elements for a facility like the reference



facility. Some of the examples will be based on discussions in the published

safeguards literature cited in the list of references at the end of each

Part. These discussions will not be repeated in detail here. To understand

the examples more fully, the reader is urged to consult the references,

especially the STR reports noted above. In addition the IAEA Safeguards

Glossary (IAEA/SG/INF/1) will be useful for understanding IAEA terminology.

Some discussion also is devoted to the IAEA's philosophy and practices in

the belief that a clearer understanding of its needs will foster that spirit

of cooperation so essential to the application of effective and efficient

safeguards with a minimum of intrusion.

The descriptions in this document are not intended to add to, subtract

from, or amend in any way the rights and obligations defined for the IAEA and

the States in documents INFCIRC/66/Rev.2, INFCIRC/153 (Corrected), or any

specific Safeguards Agreements concluded with the IAEA, but only to provide

information which States may find useful in tha ejcercise of their rights and

the discharge of their obligations under their national requirements and under

their agreements with the IAEA.

1.4 The Reference Facility

It is useful to base the examples in a guide such as this on a reference

facility. There are, however, many characteristics of power reactors that

will have an effect on the nuclear material accounting and control procedures,

e.g. fuel enrichment and composition, on-load or off-load refueling and pin

exchange. In tnis document an on-load refueled heavy water moderated reactor

of the CANDU 600 type will be used as the reference facility. The

characteristics pertinent to the description of an SSAC for this reactor are

described in Appendix A. Another type of on-load refueled power reactor which

currently is in use is the gas cooled MAGNOX type. Where there are

differences between the KAGNOX type and the CANDU type that affect the SSAC,

these differences will be noted in the discussions aad examples that follow.
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Part 2. NUCLEAR MATERIAL MEASUREMENT

2.1 Introduction

A basic requirement for any nuclear material accounting system is the

establishment and maintenance of a measurement system for the determination of

the quantities of nuclear material received, produced, shipped, lost, or

otherwise removed from inventory, and the quantities on inventory. For power

reactors the nuclear material is usually in the form of fuel elements or

assemblies, i.e., in discrete, identifiable items. Relatively small

quantities of nuclear material, in the form of sealed sources for reactor

start-up, also may be present. The operator's measurement system may

therefore be minimal in power reactors, consisting primarily of those elements

necessary for the estimation of nuclear production and loss.

The nuclear material content of fresh fuel assemblies is determined most

accurately by measurement at the fabrication faaility, and the values so

generated are the ones which the IAEA usually will verify. The operator may

verify the measurements either by auditing the fabricator's procedures or by

independent sampling and analysis of materials at the fabrication facility,

although for on-load refueled reactors where fuel usually is natural or

depleted uranium, the fabricator's values usually are accepted without

verification.

A knowledge of the nuclear material content of the spent fuel is

important to the operator for operational safety, fuel management and

financial accountability as well as for safeguards purposes. For the IAEA it

is also an important factor in determining the frequency with which the

reactor should be inspected (see, for example, paragraphs 79-80 of

INFCIRC/153). The fissile content of irradiated fuel assemblies usually

cannot be measured directly by the operator. He can, however, estimate the

production and loss of nuclear material on the basis of the burnup, which, in

turn, will depend on the integrated power history of the elements.
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According to IAEA/SG/INF/1 the nuclear material measurement system should

provide for:

Identification of the key measurement points in the process and the
characteristics of the nuclear material to be measured

Specification of measurement performance desired

Specification of the measurement technique(s) to be employed

Specification of measurement equipment

Equipment maintenance provisions and procedures

Operator's qualifications and provision for training

Calibration standards and procedures

Routine measurement and data analysis procedures

Procedures to control the quality of measurements and to maintain
performance at the desired level.

In a facility in which the nuclear material is in the form of discrete

items, some of these elements may have only limited application or be absent

altogether. The applicable ones are discussed below, beginning with the key

concept of material balance areas.

2.2 Material Balance Areas

IAEA material balance verification is made on the basis of material

balance areas (HBAs), which are defined in IAEA/SG/INF/1 as "an area in or

outside of a facility such that:

(a) The quantity of nuclear material in each transfer into or out of each

'material balance area' can be determined; and

(b) The physical inventory of nuclear material in each 'material balance

area' can be determined when necessary, in accordance with specified

procedures,
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in order that the material balance for IAEA safeguards purposes can be

established". NBAs are chosen through negotiation between the IAEA and the

State, and are defined in the Subsidiary Arrangsments concluded pursuant to

safeguards agreements. It may be helpful to consider here some of the factors

that go into the choice.

The IAEA uses several criteria to establish MBAs, including accuracy

considerations, the ability to apply containment and surveillance measures so

as to help ensure the completeness of flow measurements, the desire of the

State to protect certain commercially sensitive information, and the nature of

the activities and form of the nuclear materials within the MBA.

One purpose of dividing a facility into material balance areas is to

isolate those areas in which a non-zero material unaccounted for (MUF) might

be expected so that the area of material imbalance, if any, can be more

closely located and investigated. In an item facility, such as a cower

reactor, no such material imbalance is expected because the material is in a

discrete countable form. Inventory changes at a power reactor facility

normally occur only upon receipt or shipment of discrete fuel assemblies and

transformation of nuclear material by nuclear loss or nuclear production in

the reactor core. Key measurement points (KMPs) at the points where these

changes occur can provide the necessary material control information.

Therefore, there would be no advantage in dividing a power reactor facility

into more thaw one MBA, except perhaps in the case of multi-unit facilities.

The example for the reference facility in this report is based on the facility

being a single MBA. In principle, the fresh-fuel store and the spent-fuel

pool could be separate MBAs. However, since IAEA reporting is based on MBAs,

minimizing the number of MBAs would minimize the reporting requirements. Of

course, nothing is to prevent the operator from splitting the facility up into

smaller control areas to satisfy domestic requirements and combining two or

more of these into larger MBAs for international safeguards.



2.3 Key Measurement Points

An IAEA MBA is defined as an area such that the quantity of nuclear

material transferred into or out of it and the physical inventory of nuclear

material in it can be determined to establish a material balance. This

determination is made through the use of strategic points and key measurement

points (KMPs), which are defined as follows:

A strategic point is "a location selected during examination of

design information where, under normal conditions and when combined

with the information from all 'strategic points' taken together, the

information necessary and sufficient for the implementation of

safeguards measures is obtained and verified; a 'strategic point' may

include any location where key measurements related to material

balance accountancy are made and where containment and surveillance

measures are executed." <IAEA/SG/INF/1, para. 112).

A key measurement point is "a location where nuclear material appears

in such a form that it may be measured to determine material flow or

inventory. 'Key measurement points' thus include, but are not

limited to, the inputs and outputs (including measured discards) and

storages in material balance areas." (IAEA/SG/INF/1, para. 113).

Thus, while all key measurement points are strategic points, not all

strategic points are key measurement points. Some strategic points may be

assigned solely for the use of containment and surveillance measures.

The IAEA distinguishes between two types of key measurement points: flow

key measurement points and inventory key measurement points. KMPs of each

type are established to facilitate the verification of both the flow and

inventory components of the material balance. Flow KMPs usually are located

at points at which receipts, shipments, and transfers to or from MBAs occur.

Inventory KMPs are located at points where materials are stored or where they

are expected to appear during physical inventories. It is a convention that

flow KMPs are designated by Arabic numerals and inventory KMPs by upper case

letters.
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As noted in the previous section, inventory changes are limited in a

power reactor facility, which means that only a limited number of KMPs are

needed. Possible choices of KMFs for the reference facility are shown in

Fig. A.I of Appendix A.

2.4 Hater:als and Material Types

In the CAN0U-600 type reactor used in the example in this report, the

fuel is in the form of bundles of Zircalloy-clad rods containing sintered

natural uranium oxidt pellets. The number of rods and amount of uranium per

bundle depends on the specific design; for example, 18-, 19-, 28-, and 37- rod

bundles have all been used in the various reactors that have been built. The

pertinent characteristics in this reactor are shown in Tables A.I and A.2 of

the Appendix.

In addition to the CANDU type reactors, there are two general types of

MAGNOX, on-load refueled power reactors, one of French design and one of

British design. Both types are gas cooled and use fuel in the form of uranium

metal with various cladding material and in various configurations. Both

normally use natural or depleted uranium. While, at the time of this writing,

spent fuel from the CANDU type reactors is not being reprocessed that from the

MAGNOX reactors is.

The CANDU reactors have fewer fuel bundles or elements and less uranium

in the core than do the HAGNOX reactors. The two MAGNOX types differ in that

one has 2 to 2.S times more uranium and more fuel elements in the core than

the others. In all cases, however, thousands of fuel bundles or elements are

moved through a reactor each year ranging from about 4500 for the CANDU type

to as many as 12,000 for some MAGNOX reactors.
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2-5 Measurement Methods

For efficient operation and to satisfy health, safety and domestic

safeguards requirements, a facility operator will want to establish an

effective nuclear material accounting system. Such a system also is necessary

if the IAEA is to carry out its safeguards function at the facility. A basic

principle of the IAEA's safeguards system is that of independent

verification. Under this principle, the IAEA does not make a complete set of

measurements itself, sufficient to determine the material balance to within

the desired uncertainty, but verities a random sample of the operator's

measurements. By selecting this random sample from all strata entering into

the material balance, the IAEA can estimate any systematic error or bias on

the part of the operator, and verify his material balance. A great advantage

of this approach is that it minimizes both the intrusiveness of, and the

resources required for, inspection.

"Although the IAEA's inspection goals usually are stated in terms of

quantities of fissile isotopes for uranium this would not be appropriate for

most on-load refueled reactors because they use natural or depleted uranium

which is accounted for only by element. The IAEA also would need the amounts

of the element for the plutonium in the spent fuel.

In power reactors the two main categories of nuclear material to be

accounted for are fresh fuel and irradiated fuel. Irradiated fuel includes

both core fuel and spent fuel in the storage pool. Accountancy for the fuel

normally will be based on item counting, with fuel composition being based on

the shipper's (i.e., fabricator's) data and on estimates of the production and

loss of nuclear material during irradiation.

2.5.1 Fresh Fuel

In most cases the operator of an on-load refueled reactor will rely upon

the fabricator's values for the composition of the fresh fuel. To verify

compliance with contractual specifications the operator may audit the

fabricator's measurements at the fabrication facility, possibly employing an
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independent laboratory to analyze samples taken during the production

campaign. It is unlikely that the operator would use any measurements for

fresh fuel except piece count and possibly identification.

2.5.2 Core Fuel

2.5.2.1 Power Measurements

The production and loss of fissile material in the reactor core cannot be

measured directly, but is inferred from the exposure history in the reactor.

It is therefore important that the operator monitor and record the power of

the reactor continuously during its operation, which he ordinarily will do

anyway for both safety and operational reasons. There are many techniques for

monitoring reactor power. A few of the more commonly used ones are noted

briefly in the following paragraphs. The techniques used by an operator will

depend greatly on the reactor design and manufacture and the fuel management

requirements.

The power of a reactor usually is monitored by displaying on chart

recorders or by means of electronic displays and/or digital printouts, the

amplified output of calibrated radiation detectors. These detectors, which

are usually neutron-sensitive ionization chambers, are in most cases located

outside the core, to reduce sensitivity to local flux changes and to provide a

response proportional to the average flux and therefore to the power of the

reactor. Three different sets of detectors may be used, to cover the entire

range of operation of the reactor from start-up to full power. Three broad

ranges are distinguished: The start-up or source range (so called because of

the use of an isotopic neutron source to provide a measurable signal), the

intermediate range, and the power range.

For safeguards purposes usually only the power and possibly, the

intermediate range (which extends from the top of the source range - typically

eight decades below full power - to full power), are of interest. Nuclear

production and loss normally are negligible in the start-up range and over

most of the intermediate range.
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In CANDU reactors, out-of-core ion chambers are used to monitor the power

primarily at low levels (less than TO* of full power). In-core self-powered

detectors are used in the full-power range. In the CANDU-600, for'example,

there are approximately 100 platinum or vanadium self-powered detectors

distributed throughout the core to provide information on both total power and

the power distribution (Inconel detectors are used in some CANDUs). The

response of self-powered detectors to the reactor power is a complicated

function of the reactor characteristics and of the composition of the

detectors and lead cables because it depends not only on neutron activation of

the detector but on the gamma-ray environment as well. To produce an output

proportional to power or neutron flux it is therefore necessary to perform

some complicated conditioning of the signal from the detectors. This

conditioning is performed by an on-line computer, which can produce a

three-dimensional flux map every two minutes. Detailed description of this

conditioning is beyond the scope of this report.

Absolute thermal power calibrations are carried out in a variety of ways,

depending on the particular reactor design. For example, in one type a number

of fuel channels (e.g., 20 or so) are individually instrumented for the

measurement of temperatures, pressures, flow rates, and neutron flux or

power. In CANDU-60ÛS the usual procedure is to measure the heat balance

across the secondary of the steam generators. This is discussed in more

detail in the examples section.

2.5.2.2 Estimating Nuclear Loss and Production

Reliable estimates of nuclear loss and production are useful not only for

the material accounting requirements of SSACs but also, by providing

information about fuel composition throughout the reactor cycle, for

estimating the reactor power distribution as well as the plutonium inventory,

basic information required for fuel management and reactor safety analysis.

However, for most on-load refueled reactors, only nuclear production is of

interest from a safeguards standpoint.
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The 0RIGEN2 code (Croff 1983) is an example of a computer code designed

for pointwise depletion analysis. The code provides the nuclide composition

and the principal characteristics of the fuel after irradiation throughout the

reactor fuel cycle. The 0RIGEN2 code also can incorporate data from more

sophisticated physics analysis to simulate variations of cross sections as a

result of changes in the nuclide concentration or neutron energy spectrum.

The code is applicable to various reactor designs, including the PWR, BWR,

liquid metal fast breeder reactor, and the CANDU.

A widely used code for calculating the isotopic composition of fuel

irradiated in CANDUs is LATREP (AECL-5036). Results for plutonium (AECL-5904)

and uranium (AECL-4436) are shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively, as a

function of burnup. A comparison of calculated values with some experimental

ones suggests that the Pu-239 content of a particular bundle can be predicted

to approximately +2%, and the content of the higher Pu isotopes to 3-57.

(AECL-5036). Total plutonium content of a large number of bundles can be

predicted to within an error of less than 17. (AECL-4436), for % given burnup.

2.5.3 Spent Fuel

With present techniques available for use at power reactors it is not

practicable to measure the fissile content of spent fuel. Instead, as noted

above, one is forced to rely on estimates based on the initial composition of

the fuel and on the burnup. These estimates are important for the operational

and safety requirements of the operator and for international safeguards.

Accounting for spent fuel in on-load refueled reactors relies on counting

the individual fuel bundles or elements upon their discharge from the reactor

and for physical inventory talcing, counting the contents of the spent-fuel

pool.
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BURNUP, MWD/Te
Figure 2. 2 Uranium Enrichment as a Function cf Burnup in a

CAN'D'J-600 (prepared from data in AECL-ii3f0
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2.5.4 Traceability

An important characteristic of any measurement system used for

international safeguards is that of traceability, which is defined as "the

ability to relate individual measurement results to internationally recognized

standards or nationally accepted measurement systems through an unbroken chain

of comparison" (IAEA/SG/INF/1, para. 156). The standards referred to may

consist of standard materials, standard artifacts (e.g., weights or

radioactive counting standards), or standard procedures. Traceability ensures

that all safeguards related measurements in facilities under safeguards are

performed to common or at least to comparable standards. It also facilitates

the resolution of anomalies. It is a desirable characteristic for bulk,

analytical and nondestructive measurement systems.

In the present instance traceability would apply to the fresh fuel assay

and to the estimates of nuclear production. The fresh fuel assay would be

traceable to the fabricator's measurement system, whose results in turn would

be traceable to nationally or internationally accepted standards (that is,

standard procedures and standard reference materials). This path need not

concern us here; the interested reader may consult other documents in this

series dealing with bulk handling facilities (for example, IAEA STR-150).

Traceability of the estimates of nuclear production concerns the power

measurements (temperature and flow) and the calculational methods used to

relate exposure history to changes in composition of the irradiated fuel. The

temperature measurements can be traced to national thermometry or electrical

resistance standards, used directly or indirectly in the calibration of the

temperature sensors. The flow measurements can be traced through the

calibration of the flowmeters to national standards of volume or cass (for

example, by integrating the flow over a fixed period of time under fixed

conditions and measuring the accumulated volume or mass of liquid).

Calculational methods also can be related to methods or computer codes

that have achieved some sort of status as standards or that generally are

accepted and widely used by the professional nuclear community (e.g., see

Croff 1983 and CCM-3) and to basic data such as nuclear cross sections.
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Additional aspects of hraceability will be discussed in Section 2.6, on

measurement quality, and in Section 2.7, on documentation.

2.6 Measurement Quality

An essential element in any nuclear material control and accounting

system is a program for the control of the quality of the measurements of

material quantity. A knowledge of measurement uncertainties, biases, sources

and magnitudes of random and systematic errors, and measures to control the

quality of measurement are important for process control, product quality,

health and safety, and domestic safeguards. They also are essential for

international safeguards, because the evaluation of material unaccounted for

and the resolution of individual measurement anomalies may depend upon a

knowledge of the inherent measurement errors. The extent and complexity of

the programme will depend, among other things, on the type of nuclear activity

and the form and quantities of nuclear material. In on-load refueled reactor

facilities where nuclear material is mainly in the form of discrete

identifiable items like fuel bundles or elements, the measurement system is

especially simple, as pointed out above. Fuel elements are accounted for by

counting and possibly identifying them, and measurements enter only into the

estimates for nuclear production. The quality control system will therefore

be correspondingly simple. Tts main objective will be:

1. To provide a sound technical basis for the estimation of nuclear

production.

2. To ensure the control of the quality of the integrated power

measurements on which the estimates are based.

3. To document the measures taken to ensure the quality of the power

measurements.

Implicit in the above objectives is the need for definition of the

quality criteria that the measurements are expected to meet. Although the

IAEA has proposed quality criteria for measurements used for safeguards

purposes in bulk nuclear material processing plants (IAEA/SG/INF/1), no such

criteria have been proposed for the integrated power measurement in power
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reactors nor is it the purpose of this document to propose any. It will

simply be observed that overall accuracies of 1% are fairly typical, although

in some cases the uncertainty is estimated to be as large as ±10V these

uncertainties are directly reflected in the uncertainties of th- estimates of

nuclear production. Additional uncertainties arise from the effective cross

section data and caloulational approximations.

Whatever method is chosen for the integrated power measurement it will be

necessary to test or qualify it before it is put into routine use in the

plant. Such tests also are necessary when individual components or

measurement methods are changed. The qualification process consists of

testing the equipment (in this case the temperature, flow, and pressure

monitoring equipment) o'er the full range of operation under the expected

environmental conditions to ensure that it meets specifications, calibrating

it, determining the rancom and systematic errors and bias of each measurement

method, and documenting the procedures and results.

Uncertainties in the integrated power may be propagated from the

individual uncertainties in the component measurements. In addition to the

random errors, there will be systematic errors arising from the calibration of

the sensors. These may be obtained by standard procedures from least-squares

fitting of the assumed relationship between instrument response and the

parameter of interest e.g., in the calibration of a flowmeter, between

pressure differential and flow rate, or in a resistance thermometer between

electrical resistance and temperature. The uncertainties in these

calibrations are systematic because they affect all measurements relying upon

the calibration in the same way.

The calibration of temperature, pressure differential, and flow

measurement devices and the analysis by least-squares techniques are discussed

in many standard engineering texts and statistical reference works, of which

only a few will be mentioned here. For temperature, pressure, and flow

measurements see Benedict 1977, Miller 1983, and NBS 300. For a treatment of

the general least squares problem see Draper 1966, Burr 1974, and Brandt

1970. The use of least-squares fitting in material accounting calibrations is

discussed by Jaech 197j (Chap. 3) and in IAEA-TECDOC-261.
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Once the equipment has been qualified the continued validity and quality

of the measurements can be ensured by means of a control programme. This will

provide for frequent checks of instrument responses and occasional

recalibration (typically, at frequencies ranging from monthly to annually).

Some statistical criterion for acceptability of instrument responses may be

adopted. Instrument checks are usually the responsibility of the operations

division while calibration may be the responsibility of the instrumentation

group. These activities should be documented as described in Section 2.7.

2.7 Documentation

To ensure accuracy and a permanent record, a facility operator normally

will establish a system for documenting his measurement methods and results.

A properly organized and maintained record system documenting the measurements

and calculations entering into the determination of all components of the

material balance also wil'l facilitate the application of safeguards by the

IAEA. Such a system will enable the IAEA to achieve the following objective's

with the minimum intrusiveness and burdening of the operator:

1. Verification of the material balance and its individual components

<all strata of receipts, shipments, and inventory).

2. Evaluation of the material unaccounted for and its uncertainty and

assessment of the significance of the former in terms of the latter.

3. Resolution of anomalies.

Five important elements of a measurement documentation system may be

identified. These are a procedures manual for measurements, a procedures

manual for measurement quality, measurement logs, measurement quality logs,

and a materials record system that provides traceability for all measurement

results to source data. Source data are defined as "those data, recorded

during measurement or calibration or used to derive empirical relationships,

which identify nuclear material and provide batch data. 'Source data' may

include, for example, weight of compounds, conversion factors to determine
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weight of element, specific gravity, element concentration, isotopic ratios,

relationship between volume and manometer readings and relationship between

plutonium produced and power generated" (IAEA/SG/INF/1, para. 127). At a

power reactor facility source data also will include fresh fuel element

identities, compositions, and amounts as specified in shipping documents or

material transfer forms for the transfer from the fabricator to the reactor

facility operator.

2.7.1 Measurement Procedures Manual

All measurement methods should be described by written procedures. In

power reactors the only true measurements affecting nuclear material

quantities are likely to be those on which estimates of nuclear loss and

production depend, that is, the measurements of integrated reactor power. The

procedures for measuring the factors that enter into the power calculation,

i.e., flow rates, pressures, and temperatures,%should be described. The

calculation itself also should be described. Changes in procedures should be

recorded, and the manual should provide for an administrative mechanism

whereby such changes can be authorized and communicated to the responsible

personnel, to ensure that current methods are being used.

The manual also should describe calibration and standardization

procedures, specifying the role of reference standards. These topics may be

treated more fully in the measurement quality procedures manual.

2.7.2 Measurement Quality Procedures Manual

A measurement quality procedures manual should describe procedures for

the control of each component of the measurement system. It should describe

maintenance, calibration and standardization procedures, the use of standards,

the frequency of re-calibrations or checks on calibrations and performance of

the system, and the use of control charts or other statistical methods of

ascertaining whether measurements are in control. It also should describe,

for each measurement method, procedures for determining random and systematic

errors and biases, and specify the frequency with which these determinations
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should be made. (For power reactors this normally would apply only to the

power calibrations). The manual also should provide criteria and procedures

for the removal from service of malfunctioning equipment, for the

qualification of new equipment and methods, and for the re-qualification of

equipment being returned to service.

Because procedures may change from time to time, a convenient form for

both the measurement and measurement quality procedures manuals is a

loose-leaf notebook. Appropriate controls should be established to assure

that such notebooks contain only current pages. Because of the limited

measurement activity in power reactors, the measurement and measurement

quality procedures manuals may be combined into a single notebook. At some

reactor facilities the maintenance and calibration of instrumentation is the

responsibility of an instrumentation group, which also would maintain the

relevant procedure manual and measurement quality records.

2.7.3 Measurement Logs

Because in power reactors the principal activities relating to nuclear

material accounting and control are monitoring the movement and exposure

history of fuel and the reactor power, the measurement log, which records

day-to-day operations, normally will be part of the reactor operating log.

The operating log will record periodically the reactor power (at least once

during each run, operating day, or shift) and all changes in core

configuration which may affect the nuclear material content of fuel

assemblies. Fuel loading, discharge, and transfer operations also will be

recorded, possibly with cross references to core and storage pool maps.

Charts from power recorders (e.g., ionization chamber readings) and/or

print-outs from automatic instruments should be made part of the record (these

may be kept in a separate file). The results of calibrations of the power

monitoring equipment also should be recorded.

Because a measurement log is a chronological record of events, it usually

consists of a bound notebook with numbered pages. If it is part of the

reactor operating log that ordinarily would be the case, anyway.
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2.7.4 Quality Control Logs

Quality control activities in power reactors normally will be limited to

the power measurements. Activities that should be recorded include

calibrations, check points (e.g, response of ion chambers or other radiation

detectors to a fixed neutron source), stability checks, statistical tests of

data, repair and maintenance, and operating status of instruments. Where

applicable, determinations of precision, accuracy, and bias also should be

recorded. Entries should be dated and signed. The documentation should be

sufficiently detailed to permit the determination of the operating status of

all instruments used in any specific power measurement, together with the

relevant error data and the identity of the standards (e.g., electrical

resistance standards) used to establish bias and calibrations. Like

measurement logs, measurement control logs usually consist of bound notebooks

with serially-numbered pages and, possibly, supplementary loose records

relating to maintenance or daily checks of individual instruments. The latter

may include copies of the original manufacturer's instrument calibrations. In

power reactors, where the measurement system of concern is relatively limited

and quality control checks are relatively infrequent, the measurement control

log may be part of the operating log.

2.7.5 Fuel Locations and Exposure Histories

For on-load refueled reactors nuclear production is determined in several

ways. Nuclear loss for natural or depleted uranium normally is not

determined. Spent fuel bundles are considered to have the same uranium

content as fresh fuel although, in fact, they would be slightly depleted.

Nuclear production is determined for some MAGNOX reactors for each fuel

element as is done in LWRs. See IAEA-STR-165 for a description of this type

system. For other MAGNOX reactors and for CANDU reactors, nuclear production

is determined for groups of fuel bundles or elements moved through the reactor

in a specified time, usually monthly. For MAGNOX reactors, nuclear production

calculations usually are based on actual exposure received by the fuel

elements during the period. This would be based on operating records kept for

the fuel channel power levels and flux patterns in the reactor during a



specific period. For CANDU reactors nuclear production usually is based on an

average nuclear production factor applied to the fuel bundles discharged each

period. This factor is calculated from operating data to give an average

plutonium production when the reactor is operating at equilibrium. Changes in

the reactor operation may change this factor from time to time but usually the

same factor is applied to several time periods as long as the reactor

operation remains at equilibrium condition. While operating records are kept

for the fuel channel power levels and flux patterns in the reactor, these data

are used for reactor operations and fuel change patterns rather than nuclear

production calculations on a per bundle or group of bundles basis. While the

latter could be done it would be quite complicated and time i.nsuming and of

no significant value because for CANDU reactors the spent fuel bundles usually

are put in permanent storage and not recovered.

2.7.6 Material Records

In addition to being recorded permanently in the measurement and

measurement quality logs (which for power reactors, as noted earlier, may be

part of the reactor operating log) measurement results must be transmitted in

timely fashion to those organizational units that use the data to establish

inventory change data, batch data, or physical inventory data for each MBA, or

to ensure smooth and safe operation of the reactor facility. At these points

they will be entered into the various general, subsidiary, and transaction

ledgers. The transmitted records, more properly termed reports, not only

should contain the information necessary for the operator's accounting and

control activities, but should facilitate the IAEA's record audit. In

particular, they should permit an inspector to trace the data on the locations

and composition of fuel bundles or elements and their estimated nuclear

production to their source in the log books and other documents discussed in

the previous sections.

Copies of these reports also are sent to the facility's central records

department. Entry into central records may be either manual or by computer

terminal, depending on the system in use.
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The material records system is described in greater detail in the

detailed description of the Records and Reports Element.

2.8 Examples

For the general characteristics of the CANDU-600 reference power reactor

see Appendix A. This section will deal with nuclear production estimates and

the integrated power measurement and calculations upon which those estimates

are based.

2.8.1 Nuclear Production'and Loss

The average discharge burnup is 7500 MWd/Te. For the four centermost

bundles in a channel this is achieved in a aingle exposure. To achieve the

same total burnup the four outermost bundles at each end of a channel are

exposed twice, once at each end. See Appendix A for a more detailed

description of the fuel movement scheme. For simplicity it is assumed that

the two exposures are exactly equal - i.e., 3750 MWd/Te. Using the data and

calculations on which Figures 2.1 and 2.2 are based, plutonium production at

these exposures, i.e. 3750 and 7500 MWd/Te, would be about 47 and 73 g Pu per

bundle, respectively, while U-235 losses would be about 60 g and 91 g and

uranium losses about .06 kg and .21 leg respsctively. Using the data shown in

Table A.2 of the Appendix the characteristics of the spent fuel bundles would

be as shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1. Characteristics of Irradiated CANDU-600 Fuel Bundles

Burnup g Pu g U-235 leg U U-235 Enrichment

(MWd/Te) <%>

3750

7500

46.9

73.2

74.2

42.7

18.761

18.605

0.396

0.230
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Because natural uranium is accounted for in kilogram units the nuclear

losses are not significant and the uranium content of the fuel bundles is not

changed for these exposure levels, i.e. the spent fuel is considered still to

be natural uranium.

2.8.2 Power Calibration

As described in Section 2.5.2.1, the power in CANDU reactors usually is

monitored (in the full power range) by self-powered detectors located in the

core of the reactor. The absolute power calibration is performed by a

calorimetric method on the secondary system. The feedwater flow rate, w_

(i=l,2,3,4), including the reheater drain flow, is measured at the inlet of

each of the four steam generator level control valves (in some plant designs

the reheater drain flow is measured independently and then added to the

feedwater flow rate). The feedwater temperature is measured at the feedwater

line with resistance temperature detectors. The feedwater enthalpy, h. .,

can then be obtained from the ASMS Steam Tables or other empirical

correlation. The pressure of the steam is measured with a pressure transducer

at the steam line just outside the steam generator and then used to estimate

the enthalpy of the steam, h .. Usually, a moisture content of 0.25% is
3,1

assumed to exist in the steam. The steam flow rate (W .) is measured with
s.i

an elbowmeter (Miller 1983, Spink 1967) calibrated such that at steady state
W . = W.
s, l f w, l

With these, the reactor thermal power transfersd to all four steam
4

generators can then be obtained as Q = I [Us_j <hSij - hf^) +

W . (h . - h .)], where h . is the enthalpy of saturated liquid
I"l1 L|1 tW,1 t|1

at the steam generator pressure. Should greater accuracy be desired, the

energy added to the primary fluid by the main coolant pumps, and the

radiative, convective and conductive energy loss to the ambient from the

primary system can be taken into consideration via empirical considerations.

However, these corrections usually are negligible.

The uncertainty in the calorimetric method is dominated by the

uncertainty in the flow measurements. Overall, it is estimated as + 1-2H.
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Part 3 RECORDS AMD REPORTS

3.1 Introduction

Reports based on the records are the product of the nuclear material

accounting system. The verification and evaluation by a safeguards authority

of these reports and their supporting records and accounting system make

possible statements of the effectiveness of safeguards. It is the consistency

of the data that appear in the various related levels of the records and

reports that provide the basis for identification of anomalies which may

indicate a loss or diversion of nuclear material . Depending upon the

national regulations and the local situation,- the preparation of data to be

transmitted to the IAEA may occur at various places. In some cases it will be

the facility itself, where the accounting reports would be compiled and

completed in the very form in which they ultimately reach the IAEA. In other

cases, the facility personnel will prepare only the data and transmit them to

some other body, e.g.,, a national authority, which will then complete the

reports to the IAEA. In any case it is the facility data that are basic to

the final reports to the IAEA. The following description provides information

regarding a system of records and reports which includes the necessary data

elements for a nuclear material accounting system that will permit

verification and evaluation. The general discussion in Sees. 3.2 - 3.5 is

followed by detailed examples in Sec. 3.6 showing how, in typical cases, the

various record and report forms would be filled out. Note that the examples

are shown as being manually prepared records and reports. Many facilities now

use computer based systems. In particular, for a MAGNOX reactor at which

accounting by individual fuel element is used, it would be necessary to use a

computer based system. However, for the purposes of this document it is

easier to explain and understand the simpler manual system. The data elements

will be the same for either system, computer or manual.

3.2 Accounting Records

Accounting records are defined in the IAEA Safeguards Glossary

(IAEA/SG/INF/l) as a set of documents kept at a nuclear facility showing the

quantity of each type of nuclear material present, its distribution within the

facility, and any changes affecting it. To provide an effective nuclear
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material accountancy system a primary requirement is that the accounting

records accurately show the nuclear material inventory and ail inventory

changes that affect it. Another requirement is that the accuracy and

consistency of such records is capable of verification. Accounting records

consisting of the following three components can meet these requirements:

a) Ledgers• These are the records in which the inventory changes are

summarized and totaled for specified time periods.

b) Inventory change .journals (sometimes called transaction journals) or

journal entry forms. These are the records of original entry where

the data from various supporting documents are recorded as inventory

changes occur.

c) Supporting documents. These provide the primary data to bê entered

into the records for each inventory change. Supporting documents

contain source data which are the result of the operation of the

facility measurement and measurement quality system. Source data

are defined in the Safeguards Glossary as those data, recorded

during measurement or calibration or used to derive empirical

relationships, which identify nuclear material and provide batch

data. Source data may include, for example, weight of nuclear

material, power levels in relation to plutonium produced or 0-235

burned up and individual fuel assembly data in relation to such

power levels. These source data are to be found in the Operating

Records which are discussed in section 3.3.

Where there are only a limited number of inventory changes, there may be

no need to maintain journals. Entries could be made directly to the ledgers

and summarized periodically. Because for power reactors there will be few

inventory changes, discussion of inventory change journals is not included in

this description. As can be seen in the example, entries are made directly to

the ledgers.
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3.2.1 Lsdeors.

A ledger is the record of final entry which provides a summary of all

inventory changes to determine the book inventory, i.e. the quantity of

nuclear material that should be present at the facility. Because no journals

are maintained, entries to the ledgers are made on the basis of the supporting

documents for the respective accounts, e.g. receipts, shipments, nuclear loss

or production etc. Separate ledgers should be kept for different material

types. In the example reactor only natural uranium is used, so that there

would need to be only one uranium ledger for the reactor fuel.

If a reactor used more than one enrichment, either separate ledgers could

be kept for the different enrichments or a single unified uranium account

could be kept. A separate plutonium ledger should be maintained to account

for plutonium production or for plutonium used in the reactor fuel. Because

the reactor facility is considered a single MBA a general ledger is kept fop

the entire facility. Figure 3.1 is an example of a General Ledger format that

could be used. It may be convenient, also, to keep subsidiary ledgers for

inventory KMPs, in particular the fuel storage KMPs. Such accounts could

facilitate preparation of accounting reports required under safeguards

agreements and facilitate subsequent IAEA verification activities.

3.2.2 Supporting Documents

One requirement of an accurate, effective and verifiable accounting

system is that the data for each inventory change be recorded at the time of

the change and at its source. This can be done by using special forms

designed to record the data appropriate for each type of inventory change.

Such documents, collectively, are called supporting documents because they are

the records which support the entries of the inventory change data in the

ledgers. It is important to note that for each entry in the ledger accounts

there should be supporting documents which include the data necessary to

describe fully the inventory change. Such documents provide the audit trail

between the data in the ledgers and the original source data, i.e. reactor
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Material Description:

Line ICD
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3
A
5
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7
8
9
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2?
28
29
30

Receipts

Element Isotope

V

Other Additions

Element Isotope

r

MBA:

Isotope Code:

Shipments

Element Isotope

Element Code:

Unit:

Other Removals Inventory

Element Isotope Element Isotope
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power levels, fuel identity, or other data applicable to the inventory

change. To provide this connection the supporting documents should provide a

unique identification for each inventory change.' This can be provided by the

title of the fora, e.g. Receiving Notice, and a number on the form unique for

each inventory change. The use of pre-numbered forms is an effective way to

assure accurate inventory change identity. A facility operator may choose to

identify inventory changes by various terras. It seems logical, however, to

use IAEA terminology in this discussion because eventually the facility data

must be collected and reported in IAEA terms and format. Code 10 of the

General Part of Subsidiary Arrangements for NPT Safeguards Agreements

identifies and defines the various types of inventory changes and the IAEA

reporting codes for each. While the form of the supporting documents and the

terminology used for the inventory changes are important, most important is

that all of the necessary data are recorded on the supporting documents as

follows:

a) Inventory Change Identity. Some means should be provided to

differentiate a specific inventory change from all others so that it

can be referenced in the records end traced during audit. This

normally is done by consecutive inventory change numbers with

perhaps a different series for each type, e.g. receipts, shipments,

discards, etc.

b) Date of Change. This should be the date the inventory change

actually occurred, not the date the supporting document was

prepared, although the supporting document should be prepared on the

date of the change if possible.

c) Type of Change. If this is a change that eventually will he

reported to the IAEA it would be useful to include the IAEA code as

well as any name the facility chooses to us». This would make

preparation of the IAEA Inventory Change Report easier.
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d) Material Description. This should include identification of

material type and isotopic enrichment, as appropriate. As above, if

the change is to be reported to the IAEA, IAEA codes could be

included.

e) Material Movement, this would be the information which identifies a

change in location of the material, e.g. receipt, shipment, discard,

or internal transfer. Because a power reactor facility usually is a

single MBA for IAEA safeguards purposes, internal transfers would

not need to be reported to the IAEA as inventory changes. If

subsidiary ledgers are kept for some inventory KMPs the internal

transfer documents would be used to post entries to them.

f) Batch Identity. A batch is defined in the Safeguards Glossary as a

portion of nuclear material handled as a unit for accounting

purposes at a key measurement point and for which the composition

and quantity are defined by a single set of .specifications or

measurements. For MAGNOX reactors a batch could be a single fuel

element if accounting is by individual element. Batch identity,

therefore, could be the fuel element serial number. If a group of

fuel elements or bundles is treated as a batch as in the case of

CANDU reactors and some MAGNOX reactors, then some other identifier

would be needed, such as a nuclear production report number for a

given group of bundles or elements.

g) Number of Items. The number of items could be one for some MAGNOX

reactors and the number of bundles or elements in a group of bundles

or elements that are treated as a batch for CANDU reactors and other

MAGNOX reactors.

h) Batch Data. These are defined in the Safeguards Glossary as the

total weight of each element of nuclear material and in the case of

plutonium end uranium the isotopic composition, when appropriate.

IAEA element codes could be included for changes that will be

reported to the IAEA.
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i) Batch Data Basis. This should provide the basis from which the

batch data entries were derived. For an on-load refueled power

reactor facility this would be such data as fuel fabrication data

for fresh fuel nuclear material content and measurements and

calculations for nuclear production in the reactor. Reference to

other source data such as reactor power logs, flux maps, fuel

element history cards and fueling logs should be included.

3.2.3 Inventory Changes, Adjustments and Corrections

For inventory changes which are expected to occur often, data handling

and controls can be made easier when inventory change forms are designed

specifically to record the data that would be associated with each type of

change. One such example would be that which recorded the actual movement of

material from one material control area to another, i.e. from a shipper to a

receiver. This would include off-site receipts and shipments and internal

facility transfers*. Figure 3.2 is an example of such a form. While this form

could be used for internal transfers, the facility operator may wish to use a

different form for internal transfers such as a fueling log, Figure 3.3. If

individual fuel element accounting were used. Figure 3.3 would need an

additional column for fuel element identity numbers. Because a power reactor

facility usually is a single MBA, internal transfers are not necessarily

considered inventory changes reportable to the IAEA. However, if the internal

transfer is from the raactor core KMP to the spent fuel storage KMP and

nuclear production is computed, then there would be a change in the MBA

inventory which would need to be reported to the IAEA. Figure 3.4 shows a

format that could be used for reporting such information at a CANDU reactor

where an average nuclear production factor is used. At a MAGNOX reactor

reporting monthly production, a similar form could be used with a column for

the monthly nuclear production factor. If accounting is by individual fuel

element some form would be needed to list the individual elements and the

production in each. This undoubtedly would be a computer printout format.

IAEA-STR-165 gives an example of an accounting system for individual fuel

assemblies.

The timing for calculating and reporting nuclear production in reactor

fuel will vary and would be specified in the facility attachment.



Figure 3.2 Inventory Change Document - Material Transfer
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Figure 3.3

Fueling Log

Fac i11ty:
Period:

Fuel Order

Fueling
Sequence

No: F0-

Date/Time

MBA:

Channel
Number

Doc. No.: FL-

P*ge of

Number of Bundles Operator
In Out Initials

Period Total:
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Figure 3.4

Nuclear Production Log

Facility:

Material Description:

Nuclear Production Factor:

Effective Date

MBA:

Gins Plutonium Pu Bundle

Line
No.

Date Pec.iod
Ended

Number af
Bundles 5m Pu

10
11
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15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Doc. No: NPL
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For cm-load refueled reactors nuclear production usually is calculated and

reported periodically <e.g monthly) for fuel discharged during the period

(month). Pu-241 decay would be reported upon shipment of the material from

the facility if such ever is done.

In addition to inventory changes involving actual changes or movements of

material there are adjustments and corrections which result in changes in the

recorded inventory quantities. Shipper-receiver differences are one type of

adjustment. These result from measurements performed at the facility on

nuclear material previously recorded at the shipper's value, although at

on-load refueled reactors there usually are no receiver's measurements except

piece count and perhaps indentification of fuel elements. If, however, a

significant shipper-receiver difference is found, e.g. incorrect number of

fuel bundles, it should be investigated. This could result in a corrected

document being issued by the shipper which would serve as the supporting

document for a correction of the shipper's data that had been recorded in the

facility records. * .

Another type of adjustment is material unaccounted for (MUF) which

results from a physical inventory talcing, although it is unlikely that there

would be a KUF at an item facility such as a power reactor. The supporting

document for such an adjustment would be the physical inventory summary and

reconciliation supported by the final physical inventory listing, which would

record the results of the physical inventory taking. See Part 4, Physical

Inventory Taking.

Corrections of mistakes in the data should be supported by appropriate

documentation. This could be done by issuing a corrected support document

such as a receiving report, shipping report, or internal transfer form to

record the data supporting the correction.

3.3 Operating Records

From a nuclear material accountancy standpoint, operating records consist

of the documentation of the results of facility systems and procedures which



The uncertainty in the calorimetric method is dominated by the

uncertainty in the flow measurements. Overall, it is estimated as + 1-2%.
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provide data relevant to accounting for nuclear material. Such systems and

procedures are the Nuclear Material Measurements System, the Measurement

Quality Programme and Physical Inventory Talcing procedures. Operating records

are defined specifically in the Safeguards Glosstry as:

a) those operating data which are used to establish changes in the

quantities and composition of nuclear material;

b) the data obtained from the calibration of tanks and instruments and

from sampling analyses, the procedures employed to control the

quality of measurements, and the derived estimates of random and

systematic error;

c) a description of the sequence of the actions taken in preparing for,

and in talcing, a physical inventory, to ensure that it is correct

and complete; and

d) a description of the actions taken to ascertain the magnitude and

cause of any accidental or unmeasured loss that might occur.

3.3.1 Nuclear Material Measurements

Item a) in the Glossary definition of operating records refers to data

from facility systems used to determine quantities of nuclear material. At

on-load refueled reactors these are the records which provide the necessary

data to calculate nuclear production such as fueling logs, reactor operating

power logs, flux maps, and fuel position maps. A primary concern from a

records and reports standpoint is to identify the data record so that it can

be identified accurately in the appropriate supporting documents and other

accounting records and reports.

3.3.2 Measurement Quality.

Item b) in the Glossary definition of operating records refers to the

results obtained from the facility programme for control of measurement
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quality including standardization and calibration of various systems which

generate data used in calculating nuclear production.

These data would be recorded so as to be available for use in determining

nuclear material quantities and for evaluation of the results of such

determinations. These data also are needed by IAEA inspectors in their

verification and evaluation of facility nuclear material accountancy.

3.3.3 Physical Inventory Taking.

Item c) in the Glossary definition of operating records deals not only

with results of the physical inventory talcing procedures but includes the

procedures themselves. Part 4 addresses Physical Inventory Talcing, including

the use of written physical inventory procedures. Part 4 also addresses the

documentation of physical inventory results in terms of the physical inventory

item lists which provide source data for the physical inventory summary and

reconciliation, which can be considered the supporting document fcr entering

a HUF adjustment, if any, into the records.

3.3.4 Losses.

Item d) in the Glossary definition of operating records refers to actions

that would be nonroubine, occurring only when an accidental or unmeasured loss

occurs. The action to be taken following an accidental or unmeasured loss of

nuclear material will vary depending on the degree of seriousness of the

incident with regard to its effect on such things as facility operations,

personnel health and safety, and nuclear material accountancy. From a nuclear

material accountancy standpoint, the primary concern is to determine the

quantity of material lost. Documentation of the actions taken and procedures

followed in determining the quantity lost will permit evaluation of the

incident in terms of reliability of the quantity statement and of the cause of

the loss, i.e. was it an actual accident that would account for the loss or

could some material have been diverted? The following information would be

useful to include in documentation of the results of a loss investigation:
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a) to the extent possible tbe identity, material type and quantity of

material missing;

b) basis for establishing the quantity missing;

c) the circumstances and time of discovery of the loss; and

d) the most probable loss mechanism.

The information recorded for items a) and b) would provide source data to

adjust the accounting records for the loss and to provide some estimate of the

accuracy of the quantity missing. At a power reactor facility any loss

usually would be of identifiable items, either fuel elements or bundles, for

which the quantity of nuclear materiel should be known.

3.A Accounting Reports .

• *
m

There are three primary types of reports associated with a nuclear

material accountancy system: Inventory Change Reports, Material Balance

Reports, and Physical Inventory Listings. Other reports may be called for by

facility management or a State Authority but only the three primary types are

addressed here. While safeguards agreements call for reports of these types

to be submitted by or through a State Authority to the IAEA, it is the

facility nuclear material accountancy system that provides the data for the

reports whether they are prepared by the facility operator or by a State

Authority. For purposes of discussion it will be assumed that the facility

operator prepares these reports essentially as called for in applicable

safeguards agreements.

3.4.1 Inventory Change Reports

Inventory change reports as being considered here are the periodic

summary reports of all of the inventory changes that occurred during a given

period. The timing for submission of such reports would be specified in

facility attachments. Usually inventory change reports to the IAEA are called
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quantity of each type of nuclear material present, its distribution within the

facility, and any changes affecting it. To provide an effective nuclear
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for only when an inventory change occurs. At on-load refueled reactors

inventory changes occur continually in terms of nuclear production as fuel is

discharged from the reactor. Such changes are reported to the IAEA

periodically, usually monthly. The data for these reports can be taken

directly from a nuclear production log such as Fig. 3.4 which is a type of

inventory change document. The data requirements for inventory change reports

that may be specified in safeguards agreements by State Authority or by

facility management should be taken into consideration when the format and

content of inventory change documents are established. Report preparation can

be much easier if all of the required data elements are in the inventory

change documents and search of supporting documents is not needed to complete

a report. For NPT Safeguards Agreements reporting, the IAEA has established

the Inventory Change Report format in Forms R.01.1/c shown in Figure 3.5.

Instructions for completion of this form are given in Code 10 of the General

Part of Subsidiary Arrangements for NPT Safeguards Agreements and will not be

repeated here. Different formats have been established for inventory change

reporting under other safeguards agreements, such as INFCIRC/66, but

essentially the same data elements would be needed regardless of format.

3.4.2 Material Balance Reports

A material balance report is a statement of the balance of material on

hand taking into account all inventory changes, adjustments and corrections,

and . physical inventory. One of the adjustments would be the adjustment for

the difference between the book inventory and the physical inventory, although

at a power reactor facility this normally would be expected to be zero. The

data for the material balance report should be available from the ledger

accounts, including the physical inventory data, which are obtained fron the

physical inventory taking and become the ending inventory in the ledger. The

data requirements for material balance reports that may be specified in

safeguards agreements, by State Authority or by facility management, should be

taken into consideration when the format and content of the ledger accounts
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« r y unange. sucn documents provide the audit trail

between the data in the ledgers and the original source data, i.e.
reactor

ara established. Report preparation can be made easier if all of the required

data elements are in the ledger accounts and search of other accounting

records is not needed to complete a report. Subsequent examination and

verification also will be easier it there is consistency between the reports

and the ladgers. For NPT Safeguards Agreements reporting, the IAEA has

established the Material Balance Report format in Form R.03 shown in Figure

3.6. Instructions for completion of this form are given in Code 10 of the

General Part of Subsidiary Arrangements for NPT Safeguards Agreements and will

not be repeated here. Other safeguards agreements, such as INFCIRC/66, may

not call specifically for material balance reports based on physical

inventories, but many of the same data elements would be required for the

periodic reports called for by such agreements.

3.4.3 Physical Inventory Listing

An inventory report may be a statement of a book or a physical inventory

at the jsnd of*a period. A book inventory report would'be based on the data

from the ledger accounts. A physical inventory report would be based on the

data generated during a physical inventory taking. Various levels of detail

may be called for in an inventory report by safeguards agreements, State

Authority, or facility management. For example, facility management may

require only a summary report of physical inventory, while an NPT Safeguards

Agreement calls for a physical inventory listing which lists separate batches

including batch identity and batch data for each. The data elements needed to

provide the required levels of detail in reports should be taken into

consideration in establishing physical inventory taking procedures. For NPT

Safeguards Agreements reporting, the IAEA has established the Physical

Inventory Listing (PIL) format in Form R.02/C shown in Figure 3.7.

Instructions for completion of this form are given in Code 10 of the General

Part of Subsidiary Arrangements for NPT Safeguards Agreements and will not be

repeated here. Procedures for physical inventory taking which will generate

the necessary data for NPT reporting are discussed in detail in Part 4. Other

safeguards agreements differ in that some call for book inventory reports and

others for physical inventory reports. The procedures discussed here should

assist in either situation.
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3.5 Data Handling

5.S.I Source Data and Operating Records

Regardless of where the final nuclear material accountability reports are

prepared, the source of the data is at the operating level of the facility.

Quantity data are generated by the operation of the Nuclear Material

Measurements System discussed in Part 2. Inventory data are generated by the

use of Physical Inventory Talcing Procedures discussed in Part 4. AS discussed

in these respective parts, various means are used to record these data where

and as they are generated. Regardless of how recorded, it is most important

that the data are identified with specific items, i.e. fuel bundles or

elements or groups of these, and that this identity can be recorded and

referenced in the accounting records, i.e. Inventory Change Documents, Fueling

Logs, Nuclear Production Logs, and Ledgers, so that the data can be traced to

their origin.

3.5.2 Data Flow

Data should be available for each KMP for the items, i.e. fuel elements

or bundles, moving through or stored at the KMP. For most on-load refueled

reactors the number of bundles associated with each period of reactor

operation would be needed, without specific identification of individual

bundles. For some MAGNOX reactors identification of individual fuel elements

also would be included. This is the first link in the path from the source

data to the final accounting reports. Figure 3.8 shows the data flow and

relationships among source data in operating records, supporting documents,

accounting records and accounting reports.

When an inventory change occurs in the facility, e.g. transfer in or out

or the computation of nuclear production, an Inventory Change Document (ICD)

such as Figure 3.2 is prepared or another entry iss made in a form such as

Figure 3.4. Much of the information needed to complete the documents will be

available from the source data in the operating records. Other information

will be determined on the basis of each occurrence, e.g. change code, various

dates, shipper and receiver identity, etc. Item identity is included in the



timing for calculating and reporting nuclear production in reactor

fuel will vary and would be specified in the facility attachment.
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Figure 3.8
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data on the forms to provide the link between the supporting a\ suments and the

source data in the operating records.

Distribution of ICDs may vary but as a minimum the MBA records office

would receive a copy. In case of material receipts or shipments at least one

copy would be sent to the shipper or receiver. The State Authority also may

require that they receive copies. The ICD is entered in the proper general

ledger account, Figure 3.1, upon receipt by the HBA records office.

Cross-references to the ICDs are included in the ledger account entries to

permit tracing data back through supporting documents to the source data. If

subsidiary ledgers are maintained for the storage KMPs, data also are entered

in these ledgers. If the transaction is an internal transfer not involving

nuclear production or other change in material quantity then there would be no

entry to the general ledger but only to the subsidiary ledgers for the

appropriate KMPs. For example, a transfer from fresh fuel storage to the

reactor core results in no change in inventory but only in location of the

items involved.

If a material balance interval is closed with a physical inventory taking

then the facility Physical Inventory Item List and the Physical Inventory

Summary are prepared as described in Part 4. The HUF, if any, which results

from the physical inventory reconciliation and the final ending physical

inventory values are entered in the ledger accounts. The ending physical

inventory value entered in the ledger becomes the beginning inventory for the

next material balance interval. The physical inventory source data are

obtained from operating records with item identity information being used to

identify the item with the source data. If the material balance interval is

not closed with a physical inventory then no HUF or physical inventory values

are generated to be entered in the ledger and a book inventory for the

material balance interval can-be obtained from the ledger accounts.

If data are generated and handled as described here then:

a) The data contained in the Inventory Change Documents should be

sufficient to prepare the Inventory Change Report shown as Figure 3.5.
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b) The data contained in the Ledger Accounts should be sufficient to

prepare the Material Balance Report as shown in Figure 3.8. Some data

from the Inventory Change Documents may be needed for adjustments for

rounding.

c) The data in the final Facility Physical Inventory List should be

sufficient to prepare the Physical Inventory Listing as shown in

Figure 3.7.

3.S.3 Shipper-Receiver Differences

It is unlikely that shipper-receiver differences will occur at power

reactor facilities because the facility operator normally will accept the

shipper's data. Because of this situation the power reactor records system

need not include procedures for handling shipper-receiver differences.

3.6 Example Records and Reports

3.6.1 Introduction

The reference facility used in this example is the CANOU-600 type on-load

refueled power reactor facility described in Appendix A. Figure A.I is the

material flow diagram applicable to the reference reactor. As noted in the

Appendix, the facility is a single MBA for IAEA safeguards purposes. The

records and reports examples are given for a single material balance interval

for the facility. Complete sets of records for the material balance interval

are not shown in the example because this would add unnecessarily to the size

of the document. Sufficient examples of various records are shown to describe

the system and information flow without showing all data for the entire

interval or for other intervals. Again note that the example records and

reports are prepared manually whereas many facilities today would have

computer based systems. Nevertheless the data elements needed would be the
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It is emphasized that the assumptions made and the procedures used in the

examples are illustrative only and are not meant to be prescriptive. Many of

the parameters in the examples, such as the length of the material balance

interval or the timing of submission of ICRs to the IAEA, would be specified

in the facility attachment foe an actual facility. There are many ways to

design an SSAC. The following is an example of one way.

The records and reports system for the example facility consists of the

following:

1. Inventory Change Document - Material Transfer such as Figure 3.2.

This document is used to record transfer into or out of the facility,

i.e. The MBA. It probably would be a form specified by the State

Authority for transfers between facilities.

2. Fueling Log,such as Figure 3.3. This is an internal document used to

record transfers between KMFs within the MBA. These* are pre-numbered

forms with the prefix FL.

3. Nuclear Production Log such as Figure 3.4. This document is used to

record nuclear production on a periodic basis. The example assumes

that nuclear production is calculated using an average production

factor. If a monthly factor is used, as is done at some MACNOX

reactors, the Nuclear Production Log would need to include a column

for this monthly factor. If individual fuel element records are

maintained, as is done at some MAGNOX reactors, then separate fuel

element history cards would be needed similar to those described in

the example given in IAEA-STR-165 for off-load refueled LWRs.

4. General Ledger such as Figure 3.1. This document is used to record

and summarize all nuclear material transactions for the MBA as a

whole. Subsidiary ledgers may be used to record transactions between

certain KMPs.
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5. IAEA Inventory Change Reports, Material Balance Reports and Physical

Inventory Listings such as Figures 3.5, 3.6, and 3.7.

6. Various operating records from which source data are obtained to

record the transactions represented in the above identified

documents. Documentation of these source data is discussed in the

parts which address their generation.

The following sections describe the use of the above documents at the

example facility. For convenience, all of the figures are together at the end

of the example section.

3.6.2 Inventory and Material Flow Assumptions

The example given in part 4 describes the physical inventory taking as of

31 October 1984 at the end of a one year material balance interval. It is

assumed that a physical inventory also was taken as of 31 October 1933. The

31 October 1983 physical inventory values are shown on line 1 of the general

ledgers Figures 3.9 and 3.10 in tha Inventory Account. These are assumed

values with no support being shown in the example. They are the ending

inventory values for the interval ended 31 October 1983 and the beginning

inventory values for the interval 1 November 1983 through 31 October 1984.

Because fuel accounting is done on an item, i.e. bundle, basis,

subsidiary ledgers with material inventory quantities for the individual KHPs

are not maintained. Instead fuel bundle inventory records are kept for the

three KMPs as shown by Figure 3.11, the Fuel Bundle Inventory Record. The

31 October 1983 physical inventory values are shown on the first line of this

figure.

During the example material balance interval, the following material

flows are assumed.

a) Fresh fuel bundles are received in four shipments each year at about

three month intervals. Each shipment consists of 32 bores of 36

bundles each, i.e. 1152 bundles containing 21681 kg natural uranium

per shipment. Shipments during the example interval are received in

November 1983 and February, May and August 1984.
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b) Fuel bundles are transferred to the reactor in two eight-bundle

shifts per 24 hour day during about 290 days of the example material

balance interval, i.e. about 80% capacity factor. At the same time

eight-bundle shifts of spent fuel were transferred from the reactor

to spent fuel storage.

c) No spent fuel was shipped offsite.

3.6.3. Example Transaction Recording

Using the material flows assumed in section 3.6.2, example transaction

documents are described in the following paragraphs to show how each would be

entered ia the facility records. Table 3.1 provides a summary of these

material flows and notes the location of record entries for the transaction.

3.6.3.1 Off-Site Receipts

it is assumed that four shipments of fresh fuel are received during the

example material balance interval, i.e. one in November 1983, and one each in

February, Hay and August 1984. Figure 3.12 is an example of the material

transfer document for the first of these shipments. Similar documents would

be prepared for the other shipments but are not shown in the example. The

shipment is assumed to have been made from a fuel fabricator in the same

country, thus the change codes SD for domestic shipment and RD for domestic

receipt. The other codes on the form are those given in Code 10 of the

General part of Subsidiary Arrangements for NPT Safeguards Agreements. It is

assumed that the shipping facility operates under the same system as the

receiving facility using the same forms etc., because they are both in the

same country. The shippers data has been entered on u..c form including batch

identity which in this case is.the shipping document number for the shipment

of 1152 fuel bundles. No receiver's data would be entered on the form except

to note that shipper's data are accepted. In the example, the entire shipment

of 1152 bundles is considered a batch but when received it becomes a part of

the fresh fuel inventory batch identified as KMP-A. The entry in the KHP-A

Inventory Record identifies this rebatching.
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Table 3.1

Summary of Inventory and Flow Assumptions

CANDU Reactor

For Example Material Balance Interval 1 Nov. 1983 - 31 Oct. 1984

Beginning Physical Inventory 1 Nov. 1983

2400 bundles KMP-A (fresh fuel)

4560 bundles KMP-B (reactor core)

9120 bundles KHP-C (spent fuel)

16,080 bundles total

45168

85819

171638

302625s

665760

665760*

Receipts

4 shipments of 1152 bundles each:

9 Nov. 1983

8 Feb. 1984

9 May 1984

8 Aug. 1984

21681

21681*

216813

216813

Reactor Fueling

Monthly total of bundles:

Nov. 1983

Dec.

Jan. 1984

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

384

384

392

376

384

392

384

- 376

392

384

376

384

7227

7227

7378

7076

7227

7378

7227

7076

7378

7227

7076

7227

28109

28109

28694

27523

28109

28694

28109

27523

28694

28109

27523

28109
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Table 3.1 (continued)

Ending, Physical Inventory 31 Oct. 1984

2400 bundles KMP-A (fresh fuel)

4560 bundles KMP-B (reactor core)

13728 bundles KMP-C (spent fuel)

20688 bundles total

45169

85819

389349

Pu

1003065

1003065*

Table 3.1 Footnotes

1. Bundles inventories recorded on line 1, Figure 3.11.

2. Total nuclear'material quantities recorded on line 1, Figures 3.9 and

3.10.

3. Receipts recorded on lines 2 through 5 of Figure 3.9 in material

quantities and on lines 2, 6, 10, and 14 of Figure 3.11 in numbers of

bundles.

4. Numbers of bundles shifted per month recorded on lines 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9,

11, 12, 13, 15, 16, and 17 of Figure 3.11. Transfer of uranium

quantities not recorded. Quantities of plutonium recorded in Nuclear

Production Log, Figure 3.15 and in the plutonium ledger, Figure 3.10,

lines 2 through 13.

Bundle inventories recorded on line 18, Figure 3.11.

Total nuclear material quantities on inventory recorded on line 6, Figure

3.9 and line 14, Figure 3-10.
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The quantity of uranium received in the four fresh fuel shipments are

entered in the uranium general lodger (Figure 3.9, lines 2 through S). The

number of fuel bundles received is added to the KMP-A inventory record,

(Figure 3.11, lines 2, 6, 10 and 14).

3.6.3.2 Internal Transfers

Fuel bundles are changed in the reactor in 8 bundle shifts according to a

schedule prepared by the reactor physics personnel to maintain the reactor at

proper operating conditions. This schedule is presented to the operations

personnel in the form of a fuel order which specifies the details of each fuel

change, such as channel numbers, date and direction of shift. Such a form

would be a part of the Operating Records as defined in INFCIRC/1S3. Figure

3.13 shows a format that such a document might have. Figure 3.13 is for a cne

month period, November 1983. Similar orders would be provided for subsequent

months. In actual practice the reactor control probably would be maintained

through computer programs which would print out fuel orders as needed, perhaps

on a daily or weekly basis. The monthly fuel order of Figure 3.13 is used

only as an example. The information on the form also is only an example and

is not necessarily representative of fuel changes in an actual reactor. The

direction column indicates that fuel is pushed from fueling machine A to

fueling machine B or vice versa. It is possible that in some cases fuel could

be removed without new fuel being added but for purposes of the example it is

assumed that there always is a full change of 8 bundles.

Bassd on the fuel order, the operations personnel perform the specified

fuel changes and record the information associated with the change in a

fueling log. Figure 3.14 shows a format that such a document might have. The

fueling log is totaled monthly and the changes in bundle inventories ace

entered in the Fuel Bundle Inventory Record, Figure 3.11. The totals for

November 1983 from Figure 3.14 are shown on line 3 of Figure 3.11. Subsequent

monthly totals are shown on lines 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, and ., of

Figure 3.11. Fueling log examples are not shown for these months. If the

accounting system is computerized it may be that bundle inventories could be

updated daily and printed out although there would be little need for such

timely data.
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Facility attachments for on-load fueled reactors usually call for

periodic, e.g. monthly, reporting of plutonium production rather than

reporting of each shift of fuel. As discussed in Part 1, it is possible to

calculate plutonium production for each bundle or each group of 8 bundles but

this usually is not done once the reactor has reached equilibrium operating

conditions. In the example it is assumed that the reactor has been operating

for a long enough time to have stabilized and that a -plutonium production

factor has been established. This factor is shown in Figure 3.15, the Nuclear

Production Log. The monthly plutonium production using this factor and the

monthly bundle discharge from the Fueling Log, Figure 3.14, has been

calculated as shown in Figure 3.15. These data are entered in the plutonium

general ledger, Figure 3.10 and appear on lines 2 through 13. As noted in

Appendix A. section A.3, nuclear loss is not calculated and spent fuel bundles

are considered to contain natural uranium at their original received values..

3.6.6 Example Accounting Report

Facility attachments for on-load fueled reactors usually call for

Inventory Change Reports monthly to include the monthly report of nuclear

production and any other inventory change that occurred during the month.

Figure 3.16 is an example report for November 1983 in which fresh fuel was

received and nuclear production occurred. Similar reports would be prepared

for the other months of the example material balance interval with those for

February, May and August of 198A including fresh fuel receipts and the others

including only nuclear production.

Line 2 and 3 of Figure 3.16 show the rebatching reporting to change the

batch identity of the shipper's batch identified by the material transfer

document number to the facility batch identity which is KMP-A because all

fresh fuel is considered a single batch as noted in Appendix A. Line 2

represents a decrease (to zero) of the batch on line 1. Line 3 represents an

increase in batch KMP-A of the amount equal to the original batch MT-0768.

One also might consider reporting rebatching as the bundles move through the

reactor to spent fuel storage but this would serve little purpose. Reporting

the rebatching for the fresh fuel receipt allows one to record the receipt as
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identified by the shipper and include it in the facility batching identity

system. This is particularly important in international transfer so that the

IAEA can maintain continuity of knowledge of batches shipped and. received.

The Material Balance Report to the IAEA is shown in Part 4, Figure 4.2.

Comparison of the data in Figure 4.2 shows that the general ledgers. Figures

3.10 and 3.11 provide the data needed for the report.

Figure 4.3 in Part 4 is an example Physical Inventory Listing. Its

preparation is described in Part 4. The verified facility Fuel Bundle

Inventory Record and the facility physical inventory summary provide the data

needed to prepare the Physical Inventory Listing and to make the final entries

in the ledgers, Figures 3.9 and 3.10 lines 6 and 14 respectively and in the

Fuel Bundle Inventory Record, Figure 4.11, line 18.

References for Part 3

IAEA/SG/INF/1: IAEA Safeguards Glossary. IAEA/SG/INF/1, IAEA, Vienna, 1980

IAEA STR-165, R.J. Jones, E.V. Weinstock, Ming Shih Lu, Detailed Description

of an SSAC at the Facility Level for Light Water Moderated (off-load refueled)

Power Reactor Facilities. • IAEA, STR-165, IAEA, Vienna, March 1985.



Figure 3.9 General Ledger

Fac i 1 ity: Reactor CANDV MBA: NS1C

Material Description: Natural Uranium Fuel Bundles Isotope Code: -

Line

Mo.

1
2
3
4
5
6

• 7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
10

Date

311083
091183
080284
090584
080884
311084

ICD

No.

PIL
MT-0768
MT-0821

MT-0873

MT-0924

Pit.

Explanatory Notes

1.

2.

Running book

inventory for

Receipts Other Additions Shipments

Element Isotope Element Isotope Element Isotope

216BU
21681^
21681^
21681^ '

inventory is calculated for each entry. Line 1 is the ending
the prior material balance interval.

Receipts as shown on MT-0768, Figure 3.12 and subsequent transfer documents

MT-0821, MT-0873 and MT-0924. Only MT-0768 is shown in the example.

Element

Unit:

Other Removals

Element

physical

Isotope

Code: N

kg

Inventory

Element Isotope

302625
324306
345987
367668
389349
389349

-

*•
•

l 
1 

1 
t 

1 
| 

1

t

t

t

*
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Figure 3.10 General /.edger

F a c i l i t y : Reactor CANDU MBA: NS1C Element Code: P

Material Description; Plutonium In spent fuel bundles Isotope Code: -

line

No. Da te

1 311083
2 301183
3 311283
4 310184
5 290284
6 310384
7 300484
8 310584
9 300684
10 310784
11 310884
12 300984
13 311084
14 311084
15
16

ICD

No.

PIL
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPL-005
NPf.-005

PIL

17 Explanatory Notes;
18
19 1.
20
21 2.
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Running book :
for the prior

Receipts Other Additions Shipments

Element Isotope Element Isotope Element Isotope

281092

281092

286942

275232

281092

28694l

281092

27523-*
28694^
28105^
27523^
28109^

•

inventory Is calculated for each entry. Line 1 is the ending
material balance Interval.

Nuclear production as shown on Nuclear Production Report, Figure 3.15.

(/ni t : grams

Other Removals Inventory

Element Isotope Element Isotope

665760
693869
721978
750672
778195
806304
834998
863107
890630
919324
947433
974956

1003065
1003065

physical inventory

•

£

m

t

•

- I"t
—1—

1 ^



Figure 3.11

Facility: Reactor CANDU

Fuel Bundle Inventory Record

MBA: NS1C Period: 311083 to 311084

Line

No.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Date

311083
091183
301183
311283
310184
080284
290284
310384
300484
090584
310584
300684
310784
080884
310884
300984
311084
311084

Doc. Ref.

PIL
MT-0768
FL-0049
FL-0050
FL-0051
MT-0821
FL-0052
FL-0053
FL-0054
MT-0873
FL-0055
FL-0056
FL-OO57
MT-0924
FL-0058
FL-0059
FL-0060
PIL

Receipt

1152^

1152^

11522

1152^

Shipments

Reactor

In

3843

3843

3923

376J
3843

3923

384^
3763

3923

384J

3763

3843

Out

3843

384 3

3923

376^
384J

3923

384 J
3763

39°3

384^
3763

384 3

KMP-A

2400
3552
3168
2784
2392
3544
3168
2784
2392
3544
3160
2784
2392
3544
3160
2784
2400
2400

Inventory*

KHP-B

4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560
4560

KMP-C

9120
9120
9504
9888
10280
10280
10656
11040
11432
11432
11816
12192
12584
12584
12968
13344
13728
13728

Explanatory Notes:
1. Running book inventory is calculated for each entry for each KMP. Line 1 is the ending physical inventory

for the prior material balance interval.

2. Receipts as shown on MT-0768, Figure 3.12 and subsequent transfer documents MT-0821; MT-0873
and MT-0924 not shown in the example.

3. Monthly totals of bundles shifted from Fueling Logs, Figure 3.14 and subsequent logs for subsequent months.
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I
Figure 3.12 Inventory Change Document - Material Transfer

Material Description: Natural

Shipper:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
319
20
21
22
23
24
Doc.

MT

Uranium Fuel Bundles Mtl Code: BU2F

MBA: NS3F Receiver:
Fabrication Plant (FAB) Change Code: SD Reactor CANDU
Nuclear State

Batch No.of Ele.
Identity Items Code

MT-0768 11521 N

Explanatory Notes:

1. Entered on line
2. Entered on line

No. Notes:

- 0768

Iso.
Code

-

2 of
2 of

See

KMP Code: 9 Nuclear State

Net % Element % Iso. Net % Elem. %
Weight Ele. Weight Iso. Weight Weight Ele. Weight Iso.

27268 - 21.6812

Figure 3.11
Figure 3.9

•

attached fuel bundle Shipper-Receiver Difference:

list for Item serial numbers Shipper's data accepted

Unit: Kg

MBA: NS1C
Change Code: RD
KMP Code: 1

Iso.
Weight Notes

Date Measured:

a
•a
o

ID

g
H

Shipping Date

071183

Shipper Signature Receiving Date

091183

Receivers Signalure:
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3.13

Facility:

Period:

Reactor CANDU

November 1983

Fuel Order Form

MBA: NS1C Doc. No. FO-0049

Page _1_ of _2_

Fueling
Sequence

481
482
483
484
485
486
437
488
489
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504

Channel
No.

F4
04
G4
P4
F18
018
G18
P18
F8
P8
G8
08
F14
P14
G14
014
H6
06
I<j
N6
H16
016
116
K16

Date

01
01
02
02
03
03
04
04
05
05
06
07
08
09
10
10
11
11
12
12
13
14
15
15

Direction-
A •» B B -» A

z
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

Count
In Out

8 in and 8 out
unless otherwise
specified

Approved : Date: Total See pace 2 of 2

A and B refer to the two faces of the reactor, not KMPs.
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Figure 3.13 (continued)

Fuel Order Form

Facility:

Period:

Fueling
Sequence

505
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
S20
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528

Reactor CANDU

November 1983

Channel
No.

«18
118
J18
H18
R16
El 6
F16
016
Pll
Fll
Gil
Oil
R6
E6
F6
06
N4
14
J4
M4
J8
K14
L14
K8

Date

16
16
17
18
19
20
21
21
22
22
23
23
24
24
25
25
26
26
27
27
28
28
29
30

MBA: NS1C

Direction
A •» B B ••

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

A

X

X

X

X
•

X

X

X

X

s

X

X

Doc. No. FO-0049

Page _2_ of 2

Count
In Out

Approved: Date: Total 384

1/ A and B refer to the two faces of the reactor, not KHPs.

r



Facility. Reactor CANDU

Period: November 1983

Fuel Order No: FO-0049
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Figure 3.14

Fueling Log

MBA: NS1C Doc. No.: FL-0049

1 of 2

Fueling
Sequence

481
482
483
484
485
486
487
488
489-
490
491
492
493
494
495
496
497
498
499
500
501
502
503
504

Date/Time

011183/0900
01H83/2000
021183/0800
021183/2100
031183/1000
031183/2000
041183/0900
041183/2100
051183/1100
051183/2300
061183/1100
071183/0100
081183/1200
091183/0200
101183/0400
101183/1800
111183/0700
111183/2000
121183/0800
121183/2100
131183/1200
141183/0100
151183/0400
151183/1800

Channel
Number

F4
04
G4
P4
F18
018
G18
P18
F8
P8
68
08
F14
P14
G14
014
H6
06
16
N6
H16
016
116
N16

Number
In

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

of Bundles
Out

8
8
8
8
8

a
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Operator
Initials

Period Total: See page ? of 2



bundles each, i.e. 1152 bundles containing 21681 leg natural uranium

per shipment. Shipments during the example interval are received in

November 1983 and February, May and August 1984.
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Figure 3.14 (continued)

Fueling Log ,

Facility: Reactor CANDU

Period: November 1983

Fuel Order No: FO-0049

MBA: NS1C Doc. No.: FL-0049

Page _2_ of _2_

Fueling
Sequence

50S
506
507
508
509
510
511
512
513
514
51S
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527

Date/Time

161183/0400
161183/1700
171183/0200
181183/1200
191183/0300
201183/1200
211183/0*00
211183/1700
221183/0900
221183/2100
231183/0800
231183/2000
241183/0700
241183/1800
251183/0900
251183/1900
261183/1000
261183/2100
271183/0700
271183/2200
281183/0700
281183/2100
291183/1100

Channel
Number

N18
118
J18
M18
R16
E16
F16
016
Pll
Fll
Gil
011
R6
E6
F6
06
N4
14
J4
M4
J8
K14
L14

Number
In

8
8
•8

8
3
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

of Bundles
Out

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

Operator
Initials

528 301183/1100 K8

Period Total 384* 3841

Explanatory Note:

1. Entered on line 3, Figure 3.11
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Figure 3.15

Nuclear Production Log

Facility: Reactor CANDU MBA: NS1C

Material Description: Natural Uranium Bundles

Nuclear Production Factor:

Effective Date Grams Plutonium Pu Bundle

011182 73.2

Line
No.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

00

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Date Period
Ended

301183
311283
310184
290284
310384
300484
310584
300684
310784
310884
300984
311084

Explanatorv Note:
1. Entered on lines

Number of ̂
Bundles %

•
384
384
392
376
384
392
384
376
392
384
376
384

2 through 13. Figure 3.10

g Pu

281091

281091

286941

275231

281091

286941

28109*
275231
286941

281091

275231

281091

Doc. No: NPL-005
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Part 4. PHYSICAL INVENTORY TAKING AND MATERIAL BALANCE CLOSING

4.1 Introduction

The physical inventory is the bench mark of nuclear material accounting

and control. Various means of control, accountancy and containment and

surveillance can be employed to account for and control nuclear materials.

However, a material balance based on a physical inventory that provides

conclusive evidence of the physical presence of the material is the only means

for the facility operator to assure that no significant losses or diversions

have gone undetected. Of course, the other components of the material

balance, receipts, shipments, discards, etc., also must be accounted for for

the balance to be meaningful.

The following description provides information regarding inventory

procedures, including pre-inventory procedures, to assure a complete and

accurate physical inventory including assurance of dat^ handling accuracy and

integrity. This description also addresses the relationship of this element

of an SSAC to other SSAC elements, descriptions of which are provided in other

parts.

4.2 Inventory Organization and Planning

Physical inventories planned, organized and carried out according to

written inventory procedures and instructions can be conducted with better

assurance of being complete and accurate as well as being accomplished with a

minimum of interference with facility operations. Although physical inventory

talcing at an item facility, such as a power reactor, usually does not involve

material measurements or the complications of material in process as is the

case for bulk handling facilities, some organization and planning is needed to

assure an accurate and complete physical inventory taking.



accounting system is computerized it may be that bundle inventories could be

updated daily and printed out althouSh there would be little need for such

timely data.
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4.2.1 Assignment of Responsibilities

Clearly defined responsibilities, duties and authorizations together with

proper orientation of personnel and assurance that each person understands his

place in the inventory programme will assist in more rapid, trouble free

conduct of physical inventories. Responsibilities and authorizations at the

different organizational levels involved in the inventory should be sat forth

clearly in writing.

4.2.1.1 Facility Inventory Supervisor

One person who is familiar with the areas to be inventoried and with the

principles and procedures of conducting physical inventories of nuclear

materials should be assigned primary responsibility for planning, organizing

and conducting the physical inventory. Specific statements should be included

for the inventory supervisor's authority with regard to reactcr -shutdown or

start-up, if any, during and following the inventory.

4.2.1.2 Inventory Teams

Teams for conducting the inventory, i.e., the actual listing, tagging,

measuring, etc., should consist of at least two persons. At a power reactor

there probably will need to be only one inventory team although there could be

as many as three, i.e. one for fresh fuel storage, one for the reector, and

one for spent fuel storage. An inventory team should consist of one person

who is familiar with the areas assigned for inventory and one person from

another area or organizational unit to serve as a controller to assure

accuracy and compliance with instructions. An inventory team should have no

authority to deviate from specific instructions without approval of the

Facility Inventory Supervisor.

4.2.2 Cutoff Procedures

One consideration in planning a physical inventory is establishing the

timing of and controlling the various cutoffs necessary for accurate

inventories. Cutoffs or cutoff procedures are so called because, at the



reactor to spent fuel storage but this would serve little

the rebatching for the fresh fuel receipt allows one to record the receipt as
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specified time, activities such as movement of material or entries to the

records are stopped or cut off. The time of the inventory should be specified

so that a well defined material balance interval can be established. Cutoff

procedures should be established to assure that the quantity of material which

results from the physical inventory taking represents accurately the material

physically present at the specified inventory time and that this quantity is

reflected accurately in the records at the same specified time. Material

cutoff procedures should be coordinated with records cutoff procedures to

assure that the same material balance interval is used for both.

4.2.2.1 Receipts and Shipments

Inventory instructions should specify a time at which material receipts

and shipments are cut off. No more material should be received into or

shipped from the facility after that time. This should present .10 problem at

a power reactor because such movements of material are infrequent.

4.2.2.2 Internal Transfers

For on-load refueled reactors the reactor normally would not be shut down

for the physical inventory taking. Fuel transfers might, however, be stopped

for a short time or the inventory scheduled when a minimum number of fuel

transfers are scheduled.

4.2.2.3 Reactor Operations

Inventory procedures for on-load refueled reactors need to reflect the

fact that the reactor is not shut down and that fuel transfer may not be

stopped. Physical inventory talcing with the inventory team moving counter to

the flow of the fuel is one way to assure that all fuel is inventoried.

4.2.2.4 Records

The records for receipts and shipments should be cut off after the last

receipt or shipment prior to the specified cutoff time and the books closed
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for the material balance interval. The material cutoffs should be

controlling, with the records brought up-to-date to the final material

transactions. For on-load refueled reactors, material transfers and

movements also should be controlling. Thus, the records should reflect the

material status upon the completion of the counter-to-the-flow physical

inventory talcing if fuel transfer is not stopped. If fuel transfer is stopped

the records should be brought up-to-date to the final transfers before the

inventory.

4.2.3 Facility Inventory Listing and Stratification

Preparation of facility inventory item lists which include batch data and

identification and stratum information can assist in inventory talcing,

inventory verification and subsequent data processing by both the facility

operator and the IAEA.

* \

Batch is defined in the Safeguards Glossary (IAEA/SG/INF/1) as 3 portion

of nuclear material handled as a unit for accounting purposes at a key

measurement point and for which the composition and quantity are defined by a

single set of specifications or measurements. In a power reactor, s batch

could be considered as a group of fuel elements or bundles being handled

together, e.g. placed in the reactor or removed from the reactor or a shipment

of fresh fuel or of spent fuel. Each fuel element also could be considered as

a batch of one item especially if the individual fuel elements receive

different exposure in the reactor so that they will have different

compositions when removed from the reactor.

Some facility attachments call for the facility operator to provide the

IAEA inspectors with a stratified inventory list for use in IAEA inventory

verification. Facility attachments also call for the PIL which accompanies

each material balance report to list all batches separately and to include

identification and batch data for each. These two requirements can be met

readily if the facility operator uses facility inventory item lists in the

physical inventory taking which include batch and stratum information.

Stratum is defined in the Safeguards Glossary as a grouping of items/batches
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having similar physical and chemical characteristics (e.g. volume, weight,

isotopic composition, location) for the purpose of facilitating statistical

sampling for measurements needed to establish and verity the material balance

and its uncertainty (<»,_„,). For a power reactor, strata should be defined

easily. The fuel probably would be in three strata, fresh fuel, in-reactor

fuel and spent fuel. Facility inventory item lists, either preliminary or

final, should be prepared to show for each item the batch and stratum to which

the item belongs. Preliminary facility lists will assist IAEA inspectors to

develop their sampling plans without having to wait for the physical inventory

to be completed, although at an on-load refueled reactor IAEA verification may

occur simultaneously with the facility PIT because of the continual fuel

movement. Batch identity for on-load refueled reactors could be a document

number with which a group of bundles or elements are associated. Strata could

be identified by KMP designation such as in the reference reactor where KMPs

A, B and C could be strata of fuel.

General Inventory Instructions

Inventory instructions should include a detailed description of the

procedures to be followed in taking the inventory to assure that all items and

materials are inventoried once and not more than once. Such descriptions

should include instructions for listing tho inventory or verifying a prelisted

inventory and tagging inventoried items and for control of inventory lists and

tags. Inventory teams should be assigned specific blocks of numbered sheets

and tags, and all such items should be accounted for by the team to the

Facility Inventory Supervisor. The inventory sheets should have a column for

the tag number along with other columns for the inventory data sufficient to

identify each item, record or verify the associated quantity of nuclear

material element and isotope and any other data pertinent for the inventory

such as NDA tests results, log book references and batch and strata

identification. When an item or group of items is inventoried it should be

tagged and listed. The tag number should appear in the column for tag numbers

on the line for the properly identified item. Tagging of items or groups of

items during an on-load refueled reactor inventory is not practical except
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boxes of fuel bundles or elements could be tagged as they are counted. In

other areas fuel bundlo or element counts might be made but tagging would be

impractical.

Every tag number assigned to a team should either appear on one ct the

lists assigned to that team or be returned to the Facility Inventory

Supervisor. All inventory sheets should be returned whether used or not.

When a sheet is full, it should be initialed by both team members and any

auditors or other observer, as appropriate- Completed sheets should be

collected by the Facility Inventory Supervisor at frequent intervals during

listing. Sheets that are voided for some reason should not be destroyed hut

should be marked void, initialed by the team members and any auditors or

observers as appropriate.

Multiple copy listing can be used to provida the Faeility Inventory

Supervisor with an original control copy of the lists to check against tag

numbers and list numbers and subsequently -to maintain control of any1 changes

made to the sheets during reconciliation.

The inventory instructions should make provision for anomalies and

discrepancies. The inventory teams should have no discretion to deviate from

the written instructions; therefore, the instructions should provide that the

Facility Inventory Supervisor be called to resolve any problems.

For item control, such as at an on-load refueled reactor, instructions

should be included to assure that all bundles or elements are counted as the

inventory team moves through the facility.

4.2.5 Preliminary Inspection and Review

Prior to the conduct of a physical inventory the Facility Inventory

Supervisor should conduct a preliminary inspection of the facility areas to be

inventoried and review inventory instructions and procedures with the

responsible personnel. Such inspections and reviews should be made

sufficiently in advance to allow time for corrective action, if needed.
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Records should be reviewed to assure that they are current and that record

clerics and accountants understand the records cutoff procedures and times

applicable to each set of records.

Inventory instructions should be reviewed in detail witn each inventory

team for the area it is to inventory to assure that each tean. member

understands his duties and responsibilities.

4.3 Conduct of Inventory

The inventory should proceed according to instructions and plans. If

proper planning, inspection and personnel orientation have been carried out,

there should be a minimum of problems. Nevertheless, the Facility Inventory

Supervisor should not be assigned to any specific activities, such as being a

team member, so that he can be available at any time to take care of anomalies

and to approve deviations from planned procedures.

4.A Post-Inventory Activities

4.4.1 Cutoff Verification

Upon completion of the facility inventory, the cutoff procedures should

be verified to assure that all internal transfers were recorded in more than

one area; that material was inventoried in the proper area; and that all

receipts and shipments were recorded properly with the respect to the cutoff

times for the respective material movements.

4.4.2 Inventory Summary and Reconciliation

The raw data from the inventory item lists should be summarized as soon

as possible after listings are completed. The original inventory item lists

and their summaries should be maintained under the control of the Facility

Inventory Supervisor.
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Inventory reconciliation involves comparing the results of the physical

inventory to the inventory as stated in the records and resolving any

differences to the extent possible by correction of errors in either set of

data. A record should be made of all adjustments made during reconciliation

to either the physical inventory data or to the records. Such adjustments to

the inventory data should be approved by the Facility Inventory Supervise.

Adjustments to the records should be approved according to established

facility control procedures for such adjustments. The final adjustment would

be the material unaccounted for (MUF) which will bring the records into

agreement with the physical inventory. At a power reactor facility it is

unlikely that there will be sny MUF.

4.5 Material Balance Closing

While it is the physical inventory that is the bench mark of nuclear

material accounting and control, in that'it provides evidence of the physical

presence of the material, it is the material balance based on the physical

inventory that permits the determination of whether significant losses or

diversions have occurred undetected. Data not only from the physical

inventory but from all ci \-tnents of the material balance are necessary so

that the material balance & ) MUF resulting from the data can be evaluated and

meaningful conclusions reach.; 1. For an item facility such as a power reactor

there should be no MUF in the same sense as in a bulk handling facility where

measurement uncertainties enter into the considerations. At a power reactor

either all of the items are accounted for or they are not. If not, then MUF

is not evaluated in terms of a._t_ but in terms of missing items.

Discussion of MUF evaluation in terms of a is included in IAEA-STR-1S0

but has not been included in this document because it is not appropriate for a

power reactor.

Even though MUF is not expected at a power reactor facility, closing a

material balance for a time period spanned by two successive physical

inventories involves the use of the material balance equation to calculate the

balance or imbalance of material in terms of material unaccounted for (MUF).
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This basic aquation is as follows:

MUF = B + I - O - E

where: MUF = Material Unaccounted For

B = Beginning Inventory

I = Input

0 = Output

E =» Ending Inventory

At a power reactor facility the material quantities associated with the

four components of the equation are derived directly from the quantity data

for each item associated with each of the equation's components. Thus if all

items are accounted for the quantities associated with them should result in a

material balance with a zero MUF.

Upon completion of the physical "inventory taking, the physical inventory

material quantity data are totaled to establish the value for the ending

inventory component of the equation. The data for the various items are

obtained from the records to establish the other components of the equation,

i.e. beginning inventory, inputs and outputs. From these three components the

book inventory (B + I - 0 in the above equation) is established. Adjustments

may be necessary for conditions, such as mistakes, that may be discovered

during the inventory reconciliation. These adjustments are made, as

appropriate, and the ending physical inventory is compared with this adjusted

book inventory to determine MUF. Detailed information for data handling

procedures to provide the appropriate data for use in the material balance

calculation are given in Part 3 addressing the Records and Reports Element of

an SSAC.

A material balance report for each MBA, in this case the entire reactor

facility, is called for in most facility attachments. The physical inventory

results are combined with data from other facility records to produce such a

report. This is addressed in the detailed descriptions of the Records and

Reports Element of an SSAC. Each material balance report is required to have

attached a physical inventory listing (PIL) which lists all batches,
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specifying material identification and batch data for each batch. This

listing should be prepared easily from the lists that result from the physical

inventory talcing if they are prepared and coded as described herein.

4.6 Example Physical Inventory Taking Procedures. Instructions and Data

Handling

4.6.1 Introduction

The reference facility used in this example is the CANDU-600 power

reactor facility described in Appendix A. Figure A.I is the material flow

diagram applicable to the reference reactor. As noted in the Appendix, the

facility is a single MBA for IAEA safeguards purposes. The ending inventory

for the material balance interval in the example is given in Table 4.1. The

procedures and instructions are expressed in the imperative mode because they

are examples of what would be issued at a facility. They are not proposed as

requirements. Variations ara, of course, quite possible.' The example assumes

one inventory team. The operator may choose to use two or three teams. The

example assumes that bundle transfers are stopped. The operator may choose

not to do this. Different instructions would then be needed to take account

of the fuel status and the different team instructions.

Table 4.1

CANDU Example Inventory

Material Type Number of
Bundles

kg U g Pu

Fresh Fuel In Storage

Fuel In Reactor

Spent Fuel In Storage

Total

2400

4560

13728

20688

45169

85819

258361

389349

-

-

1003065

1003065
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4.6.2 Responsibility snd Authority

4.6.2.1 Facility Inventory Supervisor

The Head of the Nuclear Material Control Group is designated as the

Facility Inventory Supervisor. As such he is responsible for planning,

organizing and conducting the physical inventory. Specifically his

responsibility and authority shall be as follows:

(1) He shall be responsible for scheduling the inventory and the fuel

transfer stoppage, if any.

(2) Within the established inventory schedule he shall be responsible

for and have sole authority to establish and enforce all cutoff

times and procedures.

(3) He shall be responsible for assuring that the physical inventory

taking is conducted in accordance with established written

procedures and instructions and shall have the authority to cause

such actions as are necessary to attain such assurance. He also

shall have the authority to authorize deviation from established

procedures and instructions if, in his opinion, such deviation is

necessary to the satisfactory conduct of the inventory taking.

(4) He shall not be a member of any inventory team but will be available

at all times during the inventory to handle problems to assure

satisfactory conduct of the inventory taking.

(5) He shall be responsible for assigning personnel to inventory teams

in consultation with the appropriate facility management persons.
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4.6.2.2 Inventory Teams

One inventory team shall be designated by the Facility Inventory

Supervisor in consultation with other appropriate managerial staff. The team

shall include one person from the Operations Group and one person from the

Nuclear Material Control Group. The inventory team shall be responsible for

carrying out the physical inventory talcing instructions applicable to each

area and shall have no authority to deviate from such instructions without the

approval of the Facility Inventory Supervisor.

4.6.3 Inventory Instructions

4.6.3.1 General Schedule and Cutoffs

A physical inventory of KMP-A will be taker, for the material balance

interval ending 2400, 31 October, 1984*. KMPs B and C inventories will be

obtained from the current Fuel Bundle Inventory Record. The inventory team

will begin listing in KMP-A at 2400, 31 October 1984. The following cutoff

times and procedures shall be observed.

4.6.3.1.1 Receipts and Shipments

There shall be no receipts into or shipments from the facility after

2400, 31 October 1984 and before 2400, 1 November 1984. If material arrives

at the facility for receipt it shall be held in quarantine until completion of

the inventory and the Facility Inventory Supervisor notified of its presence.

4.6.3.1.2 Internal Transfers

There shall be no fuel bundle shifts between KMPs after 2400, 31 October

1984 and before 0800, 1 November, 1984.

These times and dates and all others that follow are meant to be
illustrative only.
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4.6.3.1.3 Reactor

There shall be no reactor shut-down. The reactor inventory <KMP-8) shall

be taken from the current Fuel Bundle Inventory Record.

4.6.3.1.4 Records

All transaction documents for transactions prior to 2400, 31 October,

1984 shall be made available to Facility Records no later that 0800,

1 November, 1984. All transactions up to 2400, 31 October, 1984, shall be

entered in the facility records, including the Fuel Bundle Inventory Record,

and the books closed as of the 2400 cutoff time. The KMP and facility book

inventories as of the 2400 cutoff time shall be calculated.

4.6.3.2 Physical Inventory Item List and Stratification

Upon completion of the inventory preparation as directed in the preceding

sections the Facility Inventory Supervisor shall prepare a preliminary

inventory item list for KHP-A based on the material accounting records and the

results of the inventory preparations. This listing shall be prepared using

the Physical Inventory Item List forms. Figure 4.1 is an example of such a

preliminary inventory item list.

4.6.3.3 Inventory Team Instructions

The inventory team will be provided with a physical inventory item list

for KMP-A. Inventories for KMPs 3 and C will be taken from the Fuel Bundle

Inventory Record. The inventory team shall proceed as follows beginning with

the fueling machines and moving toward the fresh fuel storage room:

(a) One member of the team identifies the items, i.e. bundles or boxes,

in each area of the KMP and calls out the number of such items

present.
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Figure 4.1

Reactor-CANDU

Physical Inventory Item List

Inventory Date 311084

Batch KMF-A Item Boxes and Bundles

Location KMP-A

Stratum KMP-A

Material Description Fresh Fuel In Storage

Item

Bundles

Bundles

Bundles

Bundles

Boxes~

Location

Fueling Machine A
to

Fueling Machine B

New Fuel Loading Room

Fresh Fuel Storage Room

Fresh Fuel Storage Room

Number
of Items

0

8

32

56

64

Items
Counted

Inventoried by:

1.

2.

See Appendix A. Each box contains 36 bundles.
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(b) The second team member records the count of items in the Items

Counted column of the physical inventory item list for the various

areas of the KMP.

(c) Both teem members shall sign the physical inventory item list and

return it to the Facility Inventory Supervisor.

4.6.4 Post-Inventory Activities

4.6.4.1 Cutoff Verification

Upon completion of the inventory talcing, the Facility Inventory

Supervisor shall review the records to assure that ill transfers were tscjrded

properly in the records and that no transfers were recorded after the cutoff

time. Any discrepancies found shall be corrected in the records so that the

material involved in any transfers, receipts, or shipments is documented

correctly in relation to the material balance interval ended 2400, 31 October

1984. Physical inventory listings also may need to be corrected for improper

material movement after cutoff.

4.6.4.2 Inventory Summary and Reconciliation

Upon completion of the preceding checks, the Facility Inventory

Supervisor shall prepare from the inventory item lists physical inventory

summaries for the facility. Table 4.2 is an example of such a summary. These

summaries are compared to the book inventories for the facilities and for the

respective KMPs. Any differences are investigated and resolved to the extent

possible by correcting mistakes in each set of data. Any corrections or other

adjustments shall be noted in the records that are changed. The final

adjustment will be material unaccounted for (HUF), if any, made to the records

to bring the MBA and facility records into agreement with the. physical

inventory.
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inventories. Cutoffs or cutoff procedures are so called because, at the
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table 4.2

Physical Inventory Summary

CANDU Reactor

Location Material
Type

Items Quantity
leg U g Pu

KMP-A Fresh Fuel in Boxes 64 43,362

KMP-A Fresh Fuel Bundles 96 1,807

KMP-B Fuel In Reactor 4560* 85,319

KMP-C Spent Fuel Bundles 13728* 258,361

Total PI

Book Inventory**

HUF

389,349

389,349

0

1,003,065

1,003,065

1,003,065

0

* Data From Fuel Bundle Inventory Record, line 18, Figure 3.11 in part 3.

** For Book Inventory see Figures 3.9 and 3.10 in Part 3.
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A material balance report shall be prepared for submission to the IAEA

along with a PIL using the appropriate IAEA forms. Figure 4.2 is an example

Material Balance Report for the example material balance interval. Figure

4.3 is an example of a Physical Inventory Listing on IAEA Form R.02/C for the

material on inventory at the end of the example material balance interval.

References
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Appendix A

Reference Facility Power Reactor Characteristics

A. 1 Introduction

The characteristics of power reactors, such as fuel enrichment, refueling

mode, and fuel assembly design, will affect nuclear material accounting and

control procedures. For example, in those few power reactors fueled with

highly enriched uranium, such as HTGRs, the fresh fuel will be more important,

from a safeguards standpoint, than the spent fuel. The converse will be true

of reactors fueled with natural or low-enriched uranium. On-load refueled

reactors will require more-or-lèss continuous application of accounting

procedures. Fuel assemblies designed to be taken apart for rod exchange or

reconstitution will require special procedures to keep track of identity and

exposure. To illustrate the principles of accounting for and control of

nuclear material of importance to national and international safeguards for

on-lcad refueled reactors the CANDU-600 type reactor has been chosen for this

report. Its characteristics are described in the following sections.

A.2 General Characteristics of CANDU-600

The reference on-load-refueled reactor is based on the description of the

CANDU-600 in IAEA/STR-72. The reactor is fueled with natural uranium and

moderated and cooled by heavy water. (In some CANDU reactors some of the fuel

bundles contain depleted uranium instead of natural.) It operates at a

nominal power of 600 HWe (actually, 638 MWe, net - see Table A.I). The

pertinent characteristics are shown in Table A.I.

The fuel assemblies, called bundles, consist of 37 zirconium-alloy-clad

rods arranged in a triangular pitch with overall cylindrical geometry. The

dimensions and weights of the bundles are shown in Table A.2. Each bundle is

identified by a serial number consisting of 2 letters followed by 3 numbers

stamped on its end fittings.
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Table A.I. Characteristics of CANDU-600 Reference Reactor

Total Thermal Output, HW

Gross Electrical Output, MW

Net Electrical Output, MW

Average Capacity Factor, %

Average Fuel Burnup, MWd/Te

Number of Fuel Channels

Number of Fuel Bundles/Channel

Total Number of Fuel Bundles

2180

685

638

80

7S00

380

12

4560

Table A.2. Charactoristics of Fresh CANDU-600 Fuel Bundles

Number of Rods/Bundle

Total Weight of Bundle, kg

Total Weight of Uranium/Bundle, leg

Total Weight of U-235/Bundle, leg

Length of Bundle, cm

Outer Diameter of Bundle, cm

37

23.67

18.82

0.134

49.5

10.24
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The reactor is refueled by a pair of refueling machines, one at each end

of the horizontal fuel channels. Each channel contains twelve fuel bundles.

One machine charges new fuel to the reactor while the other accepts the

discharged fuel. Refueling is performed while the reactor is operating.

During a typical refueling operation eight fresh bundles are inserted into a

channel at a time, causing eight spent bundles to be discharged and leaving

four bundles in the reactor for additional exposure (to provide a more

symmetrical power distribution adjacent channels are fueled from opposite

directions). The four bundles at each end of the channel are therefore

exposed for two cycles while the middle four bundles are exposed for a single

cycle. Beceuse the average burnup in the two outermost thirds of the channel

is approximately half that of the middle third, this procedure givas every

bundle about the same total burnup.

On the average, two eight-bundle shifts are performed per 24-hour day.

,The precise schedule depends on the capacity factor and desired burnup. The

maximum number of such shifts is three per day. At an 80% capacity factor and

an average burnup of 7S00 MWd/Te, 4510 bundles (or, approximately, the

equivalent of one entire core) are discharged per year.

Fresh fuel is received and stored in boxes, 36 bundles to the box, in a

New Fuel Storage Room which has a maximum capacity of 7000 bundles. Typically

it will contain a 6-month supply of 2000-3000 bundles. This is abcut 5

significant quantities (SQ) of U-235. A significant quantity of natural

uranium is 75 leg of contained U-235. Spent fuel is transferred to a storage

pool which has a capacity corresponding to approximately eight years of

operation. The fuel is stored in trays placed inside sealable cages in the

storage bay. There are 24 bundles per tray, 19 trays per cage (stacked

vertically), and a maximum of 99 cages in the main storage pool.

Fuel is burned to a maximum of 7500 MWd/Te, at which each bundle will

contain about 73 grams of plutonium and the U-235 enrichment will have dropped

to about 0.23%. Assuming an average burnup at any given time of half the

maximum for fuel still in the core, a core will contain about 25 SQ of

plutonium (~47 g Pu per bundle at a burnup of 3750 MWd/Te).
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The plutonium concentration and uranium enrichment of the irradiated fuel

as a function of burnup are shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 on pages IS and 16

(prepared from data in AECL-5904 and 4436, respectively). Table 2.1 on page

25 shows the characteristics of spent fuel at two exposure levels.

A.3 Nuclear Material Flow

The reference CANDU facility is a single MBA. If there were multiple

units multiple HBAs might be used or separate KHPs for each unit. Figure A.I

is a diagram of the flow of nuclear material through the MBA from Receiving

KMP-1 to Shipping KMP-3. Only one other flow KMP is used, KMP-2 where nuclear

production is calculated. Nuclear loss is not recorded because it is not

significant. The fuel bundles are considered to contain natural uranium even

after exposure in the reactor although, in fact, the uranium is slightly

depleted. An additional flow KMP could be considered for the flow of fresh

fuel from storage to the reactor but a refueling log which records the flow of

bundles into and out of KMP-B, the reactor, provides all the necessary data to

account for the flow of fuel bundles without the need for designation of a

specific flow KMP. With respect to flow out of the reactor, the spent fuel is

transferred physically through the spent fuel discharge machine to the spent

fuel storage bay. KHP-2 is identified because it is the point where reactor

operation data and fuel bundle flow data are collected to permit calculation

of nuclear production.

Three inventory KMPs are designated, A through C. It might be considered

to designate ths fueling machines areas as separate inventory KMPs. However,

when the physical inventory is taken, the fresh fuel loading area is included

in the fresh fuel inventory stratum and the spent fuel discharge area is

included in the spent fuel stratum. No advantage would be obtained by

designating the two additional inventory KMPs.

The reactor core, KMP-B, is a separate KMP which has a relatively

constant fuel bundle inventory because, normally, when eight bundles are

inserted into a channel eight are removed. At some facilities there may be a

spent fuel receiving area where spent fuel is prepared for long term storage
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Figure A. 1 Heavy Water Reactor (CANDU) Nuclear Material Flow Diagram
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or a room where damaged fuel is packaged for storage. These areas could be

separate inventory KHPs but as with the loading areas there would be no

significant advantage.

The reference CANDU facility is an item facility as defined in the IAEA

Safeguards Glossary. The determination of the quantity and composition of

nuclear material is based on the fuel fabricator's data for the fuel bundles.

At KHP-1 the fuel fabricator's data are accepted. As noted above the fueling

log provides data with respect to the fuel flow into and out of the reactor

and at KMP-2 nuclear production in the fuel is calculated based on the nuclear

production factor which has been established for the fuel bundles.

At the reference CANDU facility the composition of a batch, i.e. "a

portion of nuclear material handled as a unit for accounting purposes "

will depend on its location in the facility. Fuel bundles are not accounted

for individually but in groups depending on location or a time period. Batch

composition is as follows: *

Fresh fuel receipts - A batch is a shipment of fuel bundles identified

by a shipping document member.

Fresh fuel storage - All bundles in KHP-A are considered a batch

identified as KMP-A.

Reactor fuel - All bundles in the reactor as a batch identified

as KMP-B

Discharged fuel - All bundles discharged in a given month are

considered a batch. Bundle counts and the

nuclear production facto? are used to calculate

nuclear production for the batch identified by

the date in the nuclear production log.

Spent fuel - All bundles in KMP-C are considered a batch

identified by KMP-C.
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If any spent fuel is shipped each shipment would

be a batch identified by the shipping document

number.

The above batch designation assumes that all uranium is natural. If

there are bundles which were originally depleted uranium these would be

designated separate batches from the natural uranium bundles. For simplicity

the example assumes that all bundles are natural uranium.


